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Ge orgetown Legal Assistance
Society (GLAS), called the agree
ment a "step backward in flexibili
ty, but an important step forward
with regard to mutual rights and
duties. This occupancy license
serves as a delineation of the
resident's and the University's
separate obligations and responsi
bili ties."

The initial agreement, first writ
ten by the Office of the University
Vice-President for Student Life, Dr.
Patricia Rueckel, was an adaptation
of a similar arrangement at the
University of Pennsylvania, which
Dr. Rueckel's staff coupled with
provisions that they thought neces
sary for Georgetown's particular
situation.

The final proposal, distributed
to the students earlier this week at
room selection, contained this
original license with modifications
proposed mainly by GLAS,
although the Student Personnel
Office and Vice-Presidents for Busi
ness and Planning also reviewed the
agreement.

Scarola said the establishment
of this contract procedure repre
sents an important departure from
the old University housing agree
ment. Originally the lack of a
specific agreement outlining the
range of mutual responsibilities
made it possible for the University
or the student to initiate changes at
any time during the academic year.
This flexibility has been somewhat
eliminated in the new agreement,
but its loss has been outweighed by
the new protection and legal
recourse now afforded both parties.

This new aspect of the agree·
ment was the result of modifica
tions proposed by GLAS at the
request of Dr. Rueckel concerning
legal obligations with regard to
theft, vandalism, security deposits
and other particularly Georgetown
housing problems. This agreement
differs from the ordinary landlord
tenant pact, because of the problem
of shared facilities, such as the
locus of responsibility for corridor
damage of unknown origin. As
Scarola pointed out, "Dr. Rueckel's
office was extremely cooperative
and very responsive to student
requests. "

Director for Student Activities Robert J. Dixon

by Peter D'Ambrosio
One of the innovations in the

housing situation at Georgetown
next year will be the initiation of a
written contractual agreement
between the resident student and
the University Housing Office.

Jack Scarola, President of the

Georgetown Agrees
On Housing Contract

recently opened school of Business
will be expanded.

Cheek announced that "an
inter-disciplinary program is being
established this July which will
include all the schools at Howard
and will relate to the different
disciplines on the urban scene."

Georgetown's president, Rev.
Robert J. Henle, S.J., discussed
recent developments and projected
aims for Georgetown. He reported
that "for the first time since 1964,
a balanced budget is being pro
jected at Georgetown. "

A "new and revised medical
curriculum" is being devised which
will result in a reduction in cost
while improving the qualtiy of
education. Henle added that the
movement is towards an inter
disciplinary approach to education
at Georgetown. He spoke of plans
"to put together medical people,
pathologists, sociologists and others
to study medical problems which
require an ethical answer."

Father Henle announced the
opening of the new Law Center this
September and reported that "six
or seven new programs putting the
students in actual situations involv
ing real problems in criminal
jurisprudence have been initiated."

On the undergraduate level at
Georgetown Fr. Henle reported
that a ten year study of the
curriculum has been instituted.

In the questioning which fol
lowed, discussion centered around
what the priorities of a university
should be regarding its graduate and
undergraduate programs.

An assistant to the president of
Catholic University spoke of the
strength of that school in areas
extending from ecclesiastical
studies and philosophy to speech
and drama. "The orientation in the
past at Catholic," he said, "was
more of a national rather than local
one. Now, however, this trend is
being reversed. "

He predicted an increase in the
pro portion of undergraduate
students at Catholic, and added
that an effort is presently being
made to develop a program of

_'jII' interdisciplinary studies on the
~rr undergraduate level.

. A similar project is being in-
itiated at George Washington
University. President Dr. Lloyd
Elliot cited the duty of universities
"to respond to the needs of the
people." He referred to the recent
report of the Carnegie Commission
on Higher Education which called
for "more options on the part of
students in course selection."

Dr. James Cheek, president of
Howard University, reported on the
program to re-evaluate adrnin-

. istrative offices there. He an
.... nounced a restructuring of the

board trustees along with a reorga
nization of administrative structure.
Six vice-presidents have been
appointed, with each having
advisory councils consisting of both
faculty and students.

Concerning Howard's growth,
Cheek reported that School of
Communication and Education will
open next year. In addition, the
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Continuing with their regular
schedule of meetings, four of the
five member schools of the Con
sortium of Universities met at
Howard University last Monday.
Attending were the presidents of
Georgetown, George Washington,
and Howard Universities along with
a representative from Catholic
University. American University
was not represented. The strengths
of each of the individual schools
were discussed.

Suzanne Forsyth

Students View
Lottery With
Sorrow, Relief

"Yes! I win again!"
"My troubles are only begin

ning. "
"No cluster will take me!"
"People are avoiding me like the

plague!"
These are a sampling of the more

moderate reactions to last Thurs
day's room selection lottery after
which some students were exhili
rated, others were left in a housing
limbo, and still others grabbed the
nearest millstone and made for Key
Bridge

One of the day's few winners
was the HOYA's sports editor, Don
Walsh (SFS '73), who after assuring
his entourage that he would pull
number one, proceeded to do just
that. No one was more flabber
gasted than Walsh himslef. "I'm
flabbergasted!" was his only com
ment.

At the opposite end of the list,
Tom Traina (SBA '74) held the
dubious distinction of drawing the
absolute highest housing number in
the University. Asked for comment,
Traina loosened the noose and
stepped down from the chair to
say, "Nobody wants to room with
someone who has a 600."

Traina explained that he has no
car, and that if he does not live
close to campus he will have serious
housing difficulties next year.

Acting Director of Housing
Suzanne Forsyth reported that her
office is attempting to aid those
ared poorly in the lottery. Current
ly under consideration is a plan
which would turn newly acquired
University townhouses over to
students who entered the lottery
but did not obtain a room on
campus.

I

Last week's student housing lottery drawing resulted in joy for some
and despair for others. Hardest hit were freshmen, many of whom are
now suddenly faced with the necessity of moving off campus. (Photo
by Pat Early)
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May Day Activists
To 'Paralyze' DC
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Straw, stuffing, steel cons - gone for
ever With the revolutionary LOVESLE EP
WATERBED! Invented by scientrsts and
recommended by leading doctors, the
LOVESLEEP WATERBED uses nature's
finest cushion: water.

LOVESLEEP cradles your every move
ment, molds itself to your body contours
- yet gives perfect orthopedic support,
Blood circulation is improved, pressure
points are eliminated. You sleep 5 hours
instead of 8 yet awake more fresh than
ever.

Great for insomniacs, morning back
aches. Fantastic for muscle-sore athletes
- overworked students. Sensational for
lovers! Loving on a LOVESLEEP is like
'loth inq you've ever experienced.

The LOVESLEEP WATERBED IS made
from strong, ultrasonically sealed, heavv
duty vinyl. Materials and workmanship
are guaranteed for five years. LOVE
SLEEP, pioneer manufacturers of Water
beds, guarantees your satisfaction or
money refunded.

MAl L ORDER SPECIAL
SINGLE 3'3"x7" $39.950
FULL 4'6"x7' $49.95 0

QUEEN 5'x7' $49.95 0
KING 6'x7' .. $54.95 0

Free )1," Polycovers included. Post Paid.

CALLIOPE
XII

[LOST
ITAT

THE MOVIES

TRY SLEEPING

ON THIS!

Send me your free brochure 0

Send check or money order to:

LOVESLEEP WATERBEDS
Divisron of Lightrays, Inc.
3727 Walnut sr.. Phila" Pa. 19104.

Name · .. ,·· .
Address •..•...............
City state Zip .

300-mile marches into Washington
the week before May Day. The
largest march planned so far will
start in New York after a demonstr
ation on Wall Street April 24 and
continue down the Atlantic Coast,
stopping at schools and churches
along the way to pick up marchers.

"We're also hoping," Davis said,
"to find a large farm within a two
hour walk from D.C. where we can
all pitch tents and get our heads
together before May Day." The
farm would be called "Peace City"
and dedicated to the memory of
Resurrection City which was built
by the Poor Peoples Campaign in
1968.

"And the key to the whole
thing," Rennie Davis added, "is
non-violent civil disobedience. Plant
something at the Department of
Agriculture-you may get busted
for planting seeds but keep it cool
and try to make some point."

NATHAN~S

Wisconsin & M

FREE
BLOODY MARYS

With Each Celery Stalk
Celery Stalks $1.25

Sunday Brunch
Noon Til 11 :30 p.m.

by Jackie Dowd
News Editor

GWU Hatchet
Planning an action that will "not

disrupt the community of Washing
ton as a whole but will paralyze the
major areas of the government"
took the May Day Collective to St.
Stephen and the Incarnation
Church last week, where they met
with local activists and divided up
the responsibilities for the May Day
action.

The activity aimed at stopping
the government will concentrate on
disrupting traffic on highways that
feed the major government depart
ments-the Pentagon, the CIA
offices in Virginia, the Justice
Department, the White House and
the Capitol.

Regional delegations will be
assigned to block different roads.
Shirley Highway, the George
Washington Memorial Parkway,
Constitution Avenue, Pennsylvania
Avenue, and the 14th Street Bridge
are to be blocked.

The meeting was attended by
about 50 Washington area activists,
representing a variety of groups
working on the peace treaty and
the May Day activities.

Radical organizer Rennie Davis
explained to the group that the
widely used slogan "If the govern
ment won't stop the war, we'll stop
the government," was designed to
"appeal to the guts."

"This is a focused attack as
opposed to a broadside attack,"
Davis continued. "We're seeking to
form an attack that will affect as
many people as possible in their
professional roles without antagon
izing them in their private roles."

Regional groups are arranging

FOR EVERYONE IN YOUR PARTY WITH
THIS AD SUNDAY THRU THURSDAY!!!

ALL THE BEER YOU CAN DRINK*
PLUS

ALL THE SALAD YOU CAN MAKE
PLUS

j uifJy BONE-IN SIRLOIN STEAK.

~y~2.953
REGULAR MENU PRICE $3.95

EMERSONS, Ltd.
un lim ited steak dinners

Open for Dinner 4:30 p.m, Mon. thru Slit.; Sun. from 3:30 p.m.
• WASHINGTON, D. C.-15H K Street, N.W•..........................659-8170

(nextto Statler Hilton)
• SILVER SPRING, MD_7820 Georgia Avenue 726-7300

(where Georgia andEastern Avenues meet)

• BETHESDA, MD.-WildWOod Shopping Center 530-5300
(Old Georgetown Rd.& Democracy Blvd.)

• FAIRFAX, VA.*-I09OO Lee Highway... _
(nearCamp Washington)
All EMERSONS provide ample free par1linll ("In·buildinll in WashlnlllOn)

WHAT DO YOU WEAR? ANYTHING! • GREAT ATMOSPHERE
PRIVATE PARTIES ACCOMMODATED

THE HOYA

University of Pennsylvania, have for
some time run similar programs and
all of them have reportedly met
with great success. The objective of
the Georgetown group is to raise
approximately $500,000 by the end
of the 25 year period.

The work of the fund has so far
been handled by a committee of
30 seniors headed by Alex
Wolfington (ColI. '71). The
solicitation of pledges of coopera
tion from current members of the
senior class is now in progress. Each
senior will be asked to fill out a
pledge card stating that he will
contribute a given amount to
Georgetown each year for the
duration of the 25 years.

Wolfington is encouraged by the
results so far. "We have had a
number of students who have
donated $50." He warned, how
ever, that "if the fund is to be a
success then every senior will have
to make a contribution, because
unlike most fund-raising programs,
this fund hopes to have everyone
make a small contribution, rather
than having a few make large
contributions."

The committee chairman also
explained what exactly is to be
done with the eventual income
from this fund. "The decision as to
what the money from the mutual
fund will be used for will be
reached after each member of the
senior class has been asked what
gift he feels would be most
beneficial to Georgetown. This
decision will be made in the fund's
23rd year - 1994."

Alex Wofington (ColI '71) announced this week that the senior class is
working on a class gift project that willhopefully raise over $500,000 for
the University over the next twenty-five years. (Photo by Pat Early)

Seniors Bequeath GU
25 Year Mutual Fund

with the university administration
and the science departments, was
operating a curtailed, sixteen-hour
a-day schedule, following charges of
interference with science building
equipment. The whole situation
seemed no longer relevant after
March 4.

"It appeared for a while as if
we'd be off the air for six months,
perhaps longer," states Chowka.
"But soon after the mishap Rose
and Sleeman consulted several ex
perts and began planning a simple,
temporary antenna, just to get us
back on the air without waiting for
months." He expressed the hope
that WGTB could resume tis 24
hour-a-day programming "shortly,
perhaps the weekend before Easter
vacation. We're just waiting for the
go-ahead from Physical Plant. "

A permanent solution to the
tower's destruction and inter
ference problems seems to be the
relocation of the transmitter and
antenna to an existing commercial
station's tower, a common practice
in broadcasting. Chowka said the
station's legal advisor, Tracy
Westen, is aiding them in con
ducting the search for space on an
existing tower in the DC area.
Mentioned have been WRC, WTOP,
and WETA.

'Our hope," says Chowka, "is
once we return, to remain on the
air through the summer. And
hopefully moving the transmitter
and antenna this summer can be
accomplished with as little possible
airtime lost, perhaps only a few
days."

Chowka commented that a num
ber of special programs are planned
for the first week of resumed
broadcasting, including a complete
tape of Allen Ginsburg at George
town, a rebroadcast of the Feb
ruary 18th Grateful Dead-New
Riders concert from New York, a
nightly commentary by Bob Mas
low, of Business Executives Move
for Vietnam Peace, and Fr. Richard
McSorley's weekly discussion of
War and Peace.

The result has been an attempt
ed increase in black enrollment
both through minority admissions
programs and scholarship programs.
However, due to pressing economic
troubles, the University has not
been able to fully accomplish this
aim. Thus, in a city which is over
80 percent black, the black enroll
ment at Georgetown remains under
two precent.
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During recent years, Georgetown
University has attempted to meet
its responsibilities to the Washing
ton community. One of these
responsibilities is that of providing
local black students with the
opportunity of a Georgetown
education.

BSA Donates
$1400Grantfor
Scholarship

In an effort to take up some of
the financial slack, the Georgetown
Black Student Alliance has donated
a $1400 scholarship to the Com
munity Scholarship Program. This
scholarship will be awarded to a
local black student, and will be
spread over a period of four years.
The funds were raised at a recent
BSA social function.

The annual tradition wherein
each graduating class presents a
contribution to the University has
taken a dramatic new form this
year. The Class of '71 is donating to
Georgetown the proceeds from a
25 year mutual fund.

The fund will be made up of
contributions from this year's
seniors to the "Georgetown Class of

Conan Louis, chairman of the '71 Gift Fund." These contribu
BSA, said that the organization has tions, in turn, will be invested into
recognized the efforts of the a mutual fund by the University's
University, and has also realized Treasurer. The interest earned from
that the school has been handicap- the mutual fund will then be
ped in its efforts by financial reinvested along with any further
troubles. He continued that the contributions from '71ers during
BSA will strive to aid the University that particular year.
to the best of its abilities through Georgetown is among the first of
scholarship donations and that the the parochial universities to initiate
group hopes to be able to finance a program of this type. Other univer
similar scholarships next year. sities, such as Princeton and the

WGTB Set to Resu:me
Broadcasting Schedule

The seemingly fatal blow which
befell WGTB on March 4, when
near-hurricane force winds de
stroyed the station's transmitting
tower and antenna, forcing it to
cease broadcasting, is not to be
permanent. Station staff members,
assisted by technical experts among
the Washington media, are busy
with plans which should shortly
return WGTB to the air.

The station's student board of
directors, working with their First
Class engineers Arthur Rose, Ken
Sleeman and others, have devised a
plan for installation of a small,
temporary antenna at the old site
on Copley roof. The cost promises
to be minimal, since the temporary
facility will utilize part of an old
tower and one antenna element
which served the station since its
lower-power days in 1960.

Peter Barry Chowka, Program
Director and the one who is
supervising the temporary installa
tion, claims the salvaged parts
should deliver a signal "not in
excess of 3,000 watts", or one-fifth
of the station's allotted power,
although the actual final installa
tion and the height of the tower
will be critical in determining the
radius served by the facility. At
15,000 watts, before the mishap,
WGTB's signal could be heard,
according to one listener report, up
to 150 miles away. The consulting
engineers will be satisfied if the
temporary tower delivers a signal
strong enough to blanket the city
and some of the suburbs.

Chowka explained further that
WGTB is cooperating with the
university's Physical Plant Office in
planning the tower's installation.
Unlike the last tower which was 40
feet in height and prominently
displayed an American flag, this
one will likely be under ten feet
and hardly noticeable. In addition,
the station's lowered power output
might conceivably put an end to
complaints of interference, most
notably from the science depart
ments. At the time of the tower's
destruction, WGTB, under the
terms of a temporary compromise



Senate Blocks Voice Funds;
Housing Commission Reports

The Georgetown University Berrigan Defense Committee is currently
sponsoring a display on the main floor of the Lauinger Library which
portrays the lives of the two brothers. (Photo by Pat Early)

Berrigan Display Set
By GU Defense Group
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In the second and third sectors,
the Glover Park and Fox Hall areas,
the commission is trying to deter
mine the feasibil tiy of converting
basements and attics of existing
homes into efficiency apartments.
Several contractors who were con
tacted have expressed interest in
the project.

In the Rosslyn-Arlington area,
volunteers for the commission are
contacting superintendents of
apartment buildings in an effort to
obtain commitments for student
housing. Kenyon said that efforts in
this area have been "disappoint
ing."

In addition, citizen groups in the
Georgetown area have agreed to
cooperate with the University in

(Continued on Page 11 )

Two students are included in the
core of the program as coordina
tors. Mark Potocki (CoIl. '73),
describes his role as "a midwife for
this fledgling organization." He sees
Hot Line as an organization that
will eventually be able to touch all
aspects of student life. Paul
McCabe (Coll. '73), the other
student coordinator, and Potocki
explained that they are the small
beginnings of a student core group
of the organization. They said that
as time progresses, more members
of the student body will become
part of the core group. Having a
variety of people in the center will
necessarily lead to "a consciousness
expansion that will help the group
deal with a greater variety of
problems. "

Betsy Winston (SLL '74), a Hot
Line volunteer, became involved in
the program because "it looked like
something worthwhile to do." She
explained that Hot Line had al
ready fielded several calls of gradu
ated importance and said in answer
ing callers her main role was to
"cheer them up."

Hot Line is in service weekdays

(Continued on Page 13)

ility himself. He doesn't have the
money to publish, yet he is saying
that he will publish no matter
what."

In other senate business, Mark
Kenyon, co-chairman of the off
campus housing commission, de
livered a progress report to the
senate. Nell Scotti, chairman of the
commission, was unable to attend.

The commission has divided the
area surrounding the campus into
four sectors. The first sector
extends from the University to
Wisconsin Avenue between Re
servoir Road and M Street. In this
sector volunteer workers are con
tacting people who have rented in
the past and are also trying to
discover exactly what housing is
available.

Have a Problem?

Hot Line Hears Calls
by Tom Sutula

Providing help for students with
problems, answers for those with
questions, and an ear for those who
just want to talk is the purpose of
Hot Line, Georgetown University's
new crisis center.

According to the Rev. Robert K.
Judge, S.J., Hot Line is the result of
concerns expressed to him by
several students that a program of
this type, similar to ones at
American and George Washington
Universities, was necessary. After
interest was also expressed by Drs.
Arnold Mysior and Macario Geraldo
of Psychological Services, Dr. Paul
J. Handal of the Psychology
Department, and Dr. John Esswein,
director of Student Health, a
general callout for volunteers began
in early February.

Having attended several prelimi
nary meetings, the 70 students
involved are presently meeting in
training sessions once a week. These
sessions are designed both to
familiarize the volunteers with, and
to give them helpful techniques in,
handling a wide variety of problems
including drugs, abortion, birth
control, mental depression and
suicide.

THE HOYA

by Art Wheeler
"Any senator who in any way

tries to freeze our budget and cease
the publication of anyone issue of
the Voice this spring will be flushed
through the toilet water of his own

• incompetency." With these words a
dejected Rick Newcombe, editor
in-chief of the Voice, expressed his
disappointment after being denied
additional funds for publication by
the senate.

The Voice had requested the
unused $950 appropriation for the
now defunct magazine, the View
point, in order to continue publish
ing this semester. The appropri
ations committee had unanimously
approved the request before
sending it to the senate.

Doug Kellner (SFS'74) moved
that the money be alloted to the
contingency fund instead of to the
Voice. The reasons he cited were
that the need for the money had
not been demonstrated by the
newspaper, that such a move would
set an unhealthy precedent that
would encourage overspending, and
that the senate would need the
money to help prevent a deficit.

The senate passed Kellner's
resolution, thus putting the money
in the contingency fund. It then
rejected, by a vote of 13 to 8, a
subsequent resolution, introduced
by Pat O'Brien to reallot the money
from the contingency fund to the
Voice.

Commenting on the final senate
vote, Newcombe said, "This move
indicated only one thing, and that
is that those 13 senators who voted
against appropriating necessary
funds for the Voice are ignorant.
The other eight who supported the
measure are to be commended for
their less-than-parochial outlook."

Making his position quite clear,
Newcombe stated that, in spite of
the senate ruling, he would, "no
matter what, publish weekly this
year."

Bill Ostan, who voted against
allotment of additional funds to the
Voice, replied to Newcombe's
comment, "They can go into debt
as far as they wa~t, but the senate
will not give them any more
money. He is threatening us here.
He is practicing fiscal irresponsib-

Committee, and actual statements
of the defendants and co-conspira
tors. Also included are collages
portraying the lives of the brothers,
including excerpts from the rock
opera, Jesus Christ Superstar.

In addition to sponsoring several
Berrigan poetry readings in the
Student Center coffee house, the
Berrigan Defense Committee is now
planning a speech by Egbal Almad
for Sunday, March 28 at 8 p.m. in
Gaston Hall. Almad is one of the
defendants and a fellow at the
Adlai Stevenson School of Interna
tional Affairs in Chicago. With him
will be Addison Bowman, George
town law professor and a member
of the Berrigan defense team.

In the near future, the GU
Defense Committee also plans to
sponsor a free showing of the
movie, The Holy Outlaw, a film
about the life of Daniel Berrigan.
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by Kathy Nelson
The Georgetown University Ber

rigan Defense Committee is current
ly sponsoring a display on the lives
and literary works of the contro
versial brothers, the Revs. Philip
and Daniel Berrigan.

The purpose of the display, on
the main floor of Lauinger Library,
is to create an awareness of the
Berrigan case and demonstrate its
implications for political and civil
liberties.

Cited examples of infringements
on these liberties are the use of the
Grand Jury as a "fishing operation"
and FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover's
accusations and charges of con
spiracy before the indictments were
handed down.

The library display contains the
written works of the Berrigans,
excerpts from articles about them,
posters from the D.C. Defense

)
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Lauinger Library Celebrates Its First Birthday
experimenting with "blanket
orders" for selected subject
materials. The projected addition of
three bibliographers to coordinate
the acquisition of various subject
materials will speed up the fairly
long process of acquiring books and
journals. Culling through gifts to
the library and acquisition of
reprint materials also aid in building
the "core collection."

Jeffs stated that the library
is continuing its building up of this
"core collection" by buying dupli
cates of the most used volumes. He
noted that a small number of
materials make up almost 95
percent of the circulated books.

But the library must work
within a budget for University
libraries that comprises about 3.1
percent of the total University
budget-a percentage smaller than
most universities of comparable
size.

Because of money - which
Jeffs says is "always a problem"
the library runs on contingency
phases. Thus, more money for
books would necessitate more
money for the acquisitions staff,
bibliographers, circulation staffs,
etc. A major recommendation in
the recent self-study, then, is a
library budget of at least 4.5
percent of the total University
budget.

Other priorities for the library
include increased staff salaries, a
larger acquisitions and cataloging

(Continued on Page 11 )

reference aids-is growing at a rate
faster than ever before. And use of
these materials is growing very
sharply. A recent self-evaluation of
the library noted that in-library use
of materials has increased by
almost 500 percent since 1965-66,
while outside circulation of library
materials has increased by over 43
percent.

To meet these needs the library
is trying, within its budget, to
increase the rate and speed of the
acquisition of materials. In order to
cut down on "search time"-when
materials are located-the staff is

been a shakedown year," Jeffs
noted. "There are things people
don't notice. We are still working
with the contractor, particularly
with the air conditioning and
heating."

Jeffs described the function
of the library as two-fold: providing
the necessary materials for students
and faculty, and serving as a
full-time study hall. "Lauinger
Library responds to these needs,"
Jeffs said.

Acquisition of all types of
library materials-books, bound
periodicals, audio-visual material,
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Reading Room will remain open
through the night for the coming
exam period, beginning immediate
ly after the Easter recess.

Commenting on the first year,
University Librarian Joseph Jeffs
said he thinks the response "of
faculty and students has been
excellent. It's been used with a
minimum amount of abuse. The
students are very respectful." He
also added that it was a good year
in terms of the library "taking
hold."

But the past 12 months have not
been without problems. "It's really

After one year in service, Georgetown's Lauinger Library "has been marked by a tremendous increase in the
use of the library by students, faculty and community, and by an expansion of the library's resources, services,
budget and personnel." (Photo by Keith King)

by Tom Sheeran
Contributing Editor

Lauinger Library, "the crowning
jewel of the Georgetown campus,"
this month celebrates its first
birthday.

The first year in the seven level
building, designed by John Carl
Warnecke, has been marked by a
dramatic increase in the use of the
library by students, faculty and
community, and by an expansion
of the library's resources, services,
budget and personnel.

Reaction to the new library has
been near-unanimous: replacing the
79 year-old Riggs Library housed in
the Healy Building, Lauinger has
been enthusiastically received by all
segments of the University com
munity.

Named for Joseph Mark
Lauinger, a graduate of the College
who was killed in Vietnam Jan. 6,
1970, and for all sons and
daughters of Georgetown who have
given their lives to service "in peace
as well as war," the building opened
April 6, 1970 to a student body
which had never used a library
except for doing research work and
using its books.

Within weeks, however, the
lobby of Lauinger became the
center of the campus, far out
distancing the inchoate University
Center, and it was not unusual for
all seats in the library to be filled or
preempted by the early evening.

Because of last year's strike
activities, the library did not face a
full schedule of examinations until
December. As then, the Pierce
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Rostrum
An Approach to Governing

I think that it is important for all members of the
University Community, at the very outset of my entrance
into office, to understand the approach which I will be
taking to Government and University affairs. I did not seek
this office in order to see my picture in the paper, go out
to lunches and, most importantly, to play games. There are
many other matters, most of which I tried to present when
I ran, which are of real importance to me. These, along
with other important matters, are what I hope to devote
my time to.

As was the case with most other observers, my largest
disappointment with the previous Student Senate was that
it devoted much of its time to such political games. Such
an attitude inevitably affected the actions of the entire
Government and more importantly set the tone with
which most faculty, students and administrators viewed
the Government. I have no intention of involving myself in
such an approach. The pressure is frequently very great for
my office to become involved in such deceit and
petty-politicking and I am acutely aware of this pressure.

Unfortunately, though, such games are not confined to
student politicos. Oftentimes they encompass the activities
of faculty and administrators as well. I have been gratified
since I came into office, to discover a number of
administrators and faculty who have been honest and open
with me, just as many students have been. They have not
always agreed with me and, in the end, I neither expect
nor want everyone to agree with me. I only expect their
honesty when we agree and disagree. On the other hand, I
have been very disappointed by a number of students,
faculty and administrators who seem determined to play
games with me.

There is no way in which I can see myself becoming
involved in such games. When I reach the point where I
think I am-then it is time for me to leave. For at that
point, I would no longer be capable of approaching the
areas that are of real importance to me and, at the same
time, the office would have become destructive to my own
mind.

I look forward to working in the coming year with all
those interested in bringing the government and the
university to a new plane of awareness and progress.

One of the areas in which I have begun to move is the
problem of Off Campus Housing. With the aid of the nine
member Off Campus Housing Commission, under the
chairmanship of Neil Scotti, many of the problems which
students planning to live off campus next year will have to
face are being dealt with.

The Commission, which was constituted on Sunday,
March 14, has as its charge: "undertaking a thorough
and comprehensive review of the entire off campus
housing situation." Because of the increased undergraduate
enrollment, and because of the general housing shortage in
Metropolitan Washington, students seeking living space
around the University this year will have more difficulty
than ever before. Not only will all presently enlisting living
space have to be discovered and documented, but new
living space will have to be found.

The Commission, thus far, has the aid of both the
(Continued on Page 13)
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ROTC, an agent of the American govern
ment that helps perpetuate the slaughter in
Asia and staff such cases of peace as the
Pentagon and Fort Myer, still gets the
Second Floor of Old North. Their brothers in
blood, AFROTC, are allotted space in Copley
Basement.

The New Mobilization Committee, inci
dentally, was denied use of McDonough
Gymnasium for a rally.

Isn't it wonderful to go to a school that
stands for something? And aren't you happy
that Fr. Henle is against war? Ah, the
demands of radical chic!

in Old Glory and equate the war with
something of a crusade for national survival.
Few politicians dare take a contrary view of
violence.

Of course, one need not be concerned with
the war and its ramifications. One can content
oneself with an artificial universe, a universe
of self-gratification, a universe of unaware
citizens who by being silent allow the
Nixonians carte blanche to unleash whatever
atrocity they wish in the name of national
security.

The fourth alternative is resistance-a
simple decision that any structure that levels
villages, murders children and then distorts
the facts about these actions, is no longer
morally defensible.

To defy, to announce that certain acts are
intolerable, is the highest patriotism. Mora
toria of whatever complexion are a reminder
that some are willing to publicly defy, to have
their images embossed on FBI files, to risk the
wrath of a somewhat hostile police force. We
therefore heartily endorse them. Without
them, where would we be?

Probably not a point where as wild-eyed a
radical as George Gallup can announce that
78 percent of America disapproves of the war.

Probably not at a point where as
revolutionary a figure as Allen Ellender will
vote to set a limit on America's sinking into
the Asian quicksand.

There is a time for rhetoric and for words
and for the finest glib phraseology the mind
can muster. There is also a time when
patience simply runs out. We are at that time.
We can cooperate no further.
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Editorials
In Defiance of Insanity
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The headlines are screaming at us these
days. They are not informing us. They are
not reminding us. They are not even cajoling
us. They are shrieking. And they are
frigh tening.

The New York Times March 22, 1971:
"2,000 Troops Leave Laos, Pursued by Hanoi
Units; U. S. Planes Bomb in North."
"Desperate Saigon Soldiers Scramble for
Helicopters." "Saigon Soldiers Grasp at
Rescue."

The horror becomes comic.
And how does one react to this mushroom

ing insanity? There are a variety of ways
available.

One can convince oneself that the system
which spawned this war is capable of aborting
it through its own devices. This can be done
through participation in the political process,
either during elections or in a lobbying
capacity. Yet this system is dependent not on
ideological purity but on the callous nec
essities of politics. How then can one be
expected to persevere on behalf of the
McGoverns or Kennedys when there are
Buckleys and Jacksons and shameless apol
ogists such as Robert Dole? Faith is one thing
but naivete is quite another.

So if one is tired of the spectacles our
leaders provide us with (emasculating the
Cooper-Church Amendment, burying the
McGovern-Hatfield Amendment), what then?
A bomb in the Senate men's room?

Yet violence is counter-productive.
Violence gives the apostles of Vietnamization
(or whatever the latest operative euphemism
is from the Laird lexicon) a chance to quickly
leap to a conclusion or three, wrap themselves

Isn't it wonderful to go to a school that
stands for something? Georgetown's President
is Robert John Henle, a fund-raiser by
profession and member of the Jesuit order by
predeliction. He's against war. He came out in
favor of the Moratorium last year when
simply everyone, from Lenny Bernstein to
George Plimpton, was demonstrating a lust
for Pax Asia. At one point, a grinning Henle
was photographed wearing a button on his
jacket that bore the inscription "Work for
Peace."

Isn't it wonderful to go to a school that
stands for something?

But with a sense of balance of course!

The writing, articles, layout, pictures and format are the responsibility of the Board of Editors and do not necessarily
represent the views of the Administration, Faculty and Students of the University unless specifically stated. The University
subscribes to the principle of responsible freedom Of expression for our student editors.
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and personally recommended by In February, Heyden, realizing
the engineering department of the futility of his aim to mold the
WASH, Metromedia, Washington. station to his whim, ordered his

Two of WGTB's First Class loyal lackey Art Dietz, until that
engineers, Art Rose and Ken time the. Heyden-employed First
Sleeman, the latter of WETA-TV, Class engmeer at WGTB (remern
personally investigated the pro- bered for his unilateral confiscation
posed sale, discovering the market of station albums, including the
valud of the Ampex 350 decks to "obscene" musical soundtracks
be, at the very most, $300 each, from Woodstock and Performance),
when in perfect condition. The sale to withdraw his license and quit the
to Garner at the final negotiated station, believing this would force
price of $266 each for the inoper- WGTB off the air. Unbeknownst to
able three was agreed on by Fr. Heyden, WGTB had interested
WGTB's board of directors and its three competent First Class en
engineering consultants, the latter gineers in volunteer work; upon
drawing on their knowledge, ex- Dietz' resignation, they were duly
perience, and broadcast contacts. recognized by the university. Hey
The total receipt of $800 was den used his influence again in
deposited in WGTB's Student Ac- February during the fracas with the
tivities Office-authorized Riggs science departments in the form of
checking account, the funds to be circulating secret letters, to which
used chiefly for construction of a WGTB was denied access, which
temporary antenna to replace the subsequently were read by many
one destroyed on March 4; the administration officials and faculty,
remainder will be credited to including Dr. Thaler. Thus: in
WGTB's university budget. The timated guilt without benefit of
checking account is public record. answering the secret allegations;
The transaction was completed on continued division of the university
March 2. community over its legally-

Shortly thereafter, Fr. Heyden, oper~ting radio. station.
in no way allowing his resignation Since that time, Heyden has not
as agent of the station in February been d~r~~nt. Prior to last week,
to curtail his vindictive interest in he had Initiated rumors of general
screwing the radio station, ridlcu- finan<;ial irresponsibility in WGTB's
lously claimed the Ampex re- spending; in actuality, almost one-

. . half of our present $13,000 budget
corders, originally donated to the was spent without our fore-
station nearly ten years ago, were knowledge or plan largely attribut
his property. Failing to interest able to Heyden, who, last year, over
anyone with that specious argu- the protestations of the station's
merrt, Heyden then hit on the student staff, ordered $700 worth
scheme of charging financial irre- of e.quipment and: $1,500 wo:th of
sponsibility, an assertion slightly services (UPI) ~hlch WGTB did not
more clouded and less easily dis- want, need, or intend to use. .

. . And now Fr. Heyden has dis-
counted. At some point, Dixon covered his most successful tack;
a~pa:ently bought and began to charging financial irresponsibility,
mimick the Heyden argument, at in a technical area obscure enough
no time bothering to check with to allow some to be fooled.
WGTB to ascertain the validity of WGTB is prepared as always to
Heyden's fabrication. offer documented 'proof, fr~m

Dixon should know better. The Garner, Rose, Sleeman, and other
aged and forced-retired Heyden, sources, to back up its sale of the
since last year, has been carrying on Ampex recorders and any aspects
a personal campaign to discredit the of its operation.
station, its operation, and its staff. It remains to be seen how much
In November, for example, his more WGTB must endure at the
actions finally transcended his pre- fancy of Heyden and whatever
vious bad-mouthing and minor misguided souls he can cajole into
harassment as h~ .enc0.uraged the believing him. Peter Barry Chowka
Georgetown administration to keep Program Director WGTB-FM
WGTB off the air until the station Ed. Note: Mr. Dixon has made the
successfully answered his eight, following comment: "Without in
unsigned, mimeographed charges, volving myself in the byzantine
among them mythical "illegal" politics of this issue I will note the
p':ogr~m~ing a.nd the purchase of fact that a member 'of the Board of

inferior equipment (the TEAC WGTB sold university equipment
decks, because, to Heyden, "they're without the knowledge of the
J~panese"); amo~g ~is "proofs".he university and placed the money
Cited a communications law which received into an outside checking
does not exist. account. "

Fort, Reno, McTighe

'We Urge You To Thinl{ Twice'
We would like to urge our fellow the choice of either subscribing to Such, however, is not the case. The

faculty members to think twice that philosophy or appearing to department involved is Philosophy,
before endorsing the positions conspire in the "contrived erosion" which in its rules allows three
taken by Agenda for Georgetown, whichs, Agenda VIII purports to graduate students to participate in
edited by Professor Cyril Zebot. If find undermining the University. voting for the department chair
the policies advocated by Agenda While differences of opinion on man. However, no one may be
are adopted, they will, we believe, university issues will always exist elected to that position without a
politicize and thereby divide the among a faculty, the divisions majority of the votes of the tenured
University community. fostered by Agenda are likely to members. It is quite impossible,

Agenda's ostensible aim is to take their character from the therefore, that a philosophy depart
promote a greater voice for the publication's own tone and ment chairman could be "elected
faculty in the governance of the methods of persuasion. The tone is by the margin of the student vote. "
University. While this is a reason- often strident-one faculty member Such misrepresentations have
able objective, it is unfortunately was maligned by name in an early considerable effect. At a recent
colored by an anti-student, anti- issue-and marked by a vague meeting of certain members of the
administraiton ~ias which takes the paranoia. Conspiracies seem to lurk English department, a suggestion
form of suggesting that the faculty everywhere, including the con- for student participation in depart
are victims of a conspiracy to take spiracy on the part of campus mental decision-making evoked the
away their rights, power, and publications to keep Agenda's fear that "they'll take us over as
prestige. Should this fear take hold, positions from seeing print. As for they did that other department."
antagonisms will be created method, this often involves the use Georgetown may not have come
betwee~ th~ faculty and. the rest of of distortio~ or misrepresentation. very far towards building a u niver
the University which will sabotage In the last Issue, for example, the sity where people work together,
the cooperative efforts of the past statement appeared that "the new but we have made a start. The
few years to. make of G:eorgetown a chairman of an academic depart- groundless fears generated by
true academic community. ment was elected by the margin of Agenda's divisive rhetoric and

Agenda also threatens to create the student vote." The department questionable arguments threaten to
divisions within the faculty itself. was not names, nor was any further undo that work. Ke ith. Fort
In Identifying fa<:ulty "power" with information given. Readers, there- Raymond 1. Reno
a . particular p~ilos<;>phy of educ- fore, were left with the impression Dept. of English
ation and of university governance, that students had somehow gamed Th P M T' h
Agenda confronts the faculty with control of an academic department. om~e~t. ~f 1h~.

position, creed or taste. However,
we, the faithful readers will have One Toke Over The Line
now the editorial page to enjoy. To the Editor:
With great amusement, I read the During the past week, a series of
editorial, "Subjects of Prejudice". rumors and erroneous reports con
Glenn Corbett and John Kennedy cerning WGTB, its finances, and,
were members of The HOYA staff specifically, its sale recently of
as of March 18. I do believe that three obsolete tape decks has been
Jacqueline Weltner was The circulating, even finding its way
HOYA's executive secretary. In into the Student Senate's discussion
addition, there are other student Sunday night. The propagation of
senators, who have submitted these viciously fallacious charges,
various contributions to your pages. the latest in a series inspired
These facts may be irrelevant to the periodically by Fr. Francis Heyden,
issue of prejudice, but the editorial S.J., has been aided and abetted by
did mislead the readers. No one Robert Dixon, Director of Student
questions the right of the student Activities and only recently cur
press to criticize Student Govern- ously appointed the "agent" of the
ment and its leaders(?). The only radio station for the University
threat to The HOYA's future is board of directors, the legal holders
your continued financial irresponsi- of WGTB's license to broadcast.
bility. As Mr. Bruso pointed out, At present, according to several
the University's "gravy train" don't among the inner circle of Student
stop here any more. The HOYA Government, the Director of Stu
must stop spending more money dent Activities is suggesting to key
than it has allocated to it. Personal- members of the student activities
ly, I'd hate to write a regular appropriations committee a dis
column for the Voice, but that may torted tale of alleged stupidity and
be my only choice if The HOYA incompetence on the part of WGTB
continues to overspend its budget. in selling the tape decks to David

Finally, I'd like to clear up one Garner, an engineer at WAMU-FM.
more question. My friends who Dixon echoes a story originally
know that I write under pen names dreamed up last week by Fr.
when my personal interests are Heyden; they have charged that the
not at stake have asked me, "Did decks, 20-year-old half-track mono
you write the Kevin Murphy letter Ampex models 350, were sold to
of March 18." No, there is really a Garner for $800 while actually
Kevin Murphy and he did write the being worth at least $2,400. Fur-
letter in question. ther, it is alleged by Heyden/Dixon,

Once again, Garner turned around and re-sold
Kenneth L. Johnson the decks immediately after pur

Senator-At-Large,'73 chase for $2,400. Some student
Gimme Shelter! senators, hearing the story mouthed

authoritatively from Dixon, under
standably have come to consider
WGTB guilty of high treason with
student-earmarked funds.

As usual, all components of the
story from Heyden/Dixon have
little relation to the truth.

Early in February, WGTB was
approached by Garner, who sub
mitted an offer of $150 each for
the three tape machines. WGTB had
decided to sell them, with the
advice and consent of its three,
volunteer, licensed First Class en
gineers (one of whom is employed
full-time in Master Control,
WETA-TV), because the poor con
dition of the machines prevented
their successful use during the
previous year. Moreover, the cost of
restoring them to a condition of
operation would have proven ex
cessive and impractical considering
their age (the AMpex decks, dating
from the first five years of U.S.
tape recorder development, were
rendered obsolete by WGTB's pur
chase last fall of two professional
quality TEAC tape decks, as used

To the Editor:
After being at Georgetown for a

year and a half, I can no longer sit
back and watch things happen
which affect me. I would just like
to make it known that I think this
whole idea of a lottery is one big
joke. This university damn well
better find me someplace to live
next year. My parents are paying an
awful lot of money to send me to
school here, for what its worth.
And I'm sure that they assume that
if I was accepted here, there will be
room to house me on this campus.
You ask me if this system is not
better than the Q.P.I. system? Well
I won't even answer that question
because it is irrelevant. This univer
sity is obligated to find me a place
to live whether I have a 1.5 or a
4.0. Do you honestly think that I
would have chosen to attend a
school 240 miles away from home
without knowing where I was going
to live? Come now, surely no one
can be so naive!

All I can say is this: I'm not
worried at all. I don't care if my r--------------------------------------------------..,
lottery number is 600 - because if
I don't get a room there will be
some hell raised around here.

Conan N. Louis
Vice-Chairman, BSA

SLL'73
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Uh, Mr. Vick ...

To the Editor:
As author of the original press

release concerning the Community
Scholars' Program, I want to
express my thanks for Mr. Vick's
article on Thursday, March 18, and
to add a factual clarification.

It is true that "only" 40 Jesuit
faculty members contribute to the
scholarship fund, because there are
only 40 Jesuit faculty members at
Georgetown. They presently con
tribute a total of almost as much as
the lay full-time faculty who
number approximately 800, and of
whom about 78 are contributing.

Monika Hellwig
Dept. of Theology

Epistle From A Friend
To the Editor:

About those bunkies, it sure is
great. No kidding. It just tickles me
to see all those student senators and
people finally getting together.
They sure do know where it's at.
It's my last semester here, and I was
kinda scared I was going to leave
here without ever seeing anything
done by those student senators and
people.

Lord, it sure is a good feeling to
be saved, redeemed. I feel all
revitalized inside. I mean, now
they're gonna get down to the good
hard healthy business of working to
make old G. U. a better place to go
to school at. That sure is great. It's
like, well; I just can't help smiling.

Jay Amberg
ColI. '71

The Persecution And Assassination
of The HOYA As Performed By

The Inmates Of Student
Government Under The Direction

Of Ken Johnson
To the Editor:

I'm writing this letter to inform
the HOYA's faithful readers on
certain matters of interest.

In the very recent past, The
HOYA stated that an article by Mr.
Wendell Robinson was "blatantly
fallacious." The HOYA took this
action without consulting Mr.
Robinson and his supporting wit
nesses and documents. At the same
time, The HOYA said that it would
not publish any more articles under
the aegis of the Black Student
Alliance. Again, The HOYA Board
of Editors did not consult the
people that The HOYA's decision
affected. As you well know, I filed,
with Mr. Robert Dixon, a written
complaint, which asked the Publica
tion Ad Hoc Review Baord to
review The HOYA's action and to
issue the appropriate sanctions. I
believe the Publications Board will
soon decide on my complaint of
February 18.

I did read Mr. Impaglia's farewell
column of March 18. Many people
will miss Charley's unique blend of
sophisticated character assassina
tion without any regards to race,
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Mary Phyllis Fisher, Steve Schure and Joann Kaczmarek in Mask and Bauble's latest production Calliope XII I
LOST IT AT THE MOVIES.

Theater:EmbracingNew Form

the sometimes heavy-footed comic
sketches.

Okay, some of the jokes are
nothing more than pure corn.
Things get off to a rather poor start
with "The Perils of Paulette," and
the "Marvin the Moose" number
certainly doesn't make a whole lot
of sense, though neophyte Jim
Keane was a pleasant surprise as
Marvin.

The Mask and Bauble regulars
are, for the most part, up to their
usual good form, and inject the
less-than-fantastic material with
some genuinely persuasive perform
ances. Mike Sheehan has happily
recovered from the debacle of
"Love in C Sharp." He is a
convincing Fred Astaire, and an
appropriately idiotic# 1 Son in the
"Charlie Chan" skit.

John Faro Piroman is hysterical
as the slightly crazed Gepetto in the
Love Story take-off, and Nelson
Smith comes up with a great Sarge.
As the bright and sunny Ginger in
"The Rent Party Follies" Peggy
Neely is delightful. And Tom
Semler is perfect in "Beach Party,"
that relic of the slick-backed-hair
days of the fifties.

I Lost It at the Movies is, in
every sense of the word, a show.
And one has no business at all
approaching it armed with the same
critical measuring-rods that one
would an offering of serious
theater. Some may call it pointless,
I suppose. With Calliope one leaves
the theater perhaps humming
snatches of song (and Sheldon
Goldberg's arrangements are quite
good) but no more-it doesn't
stimulate thought or anything
remotely similar. I Lost It at the
Movies chooses to sacrifice excel-
lence for fun. E. Brousseau

CAL LIOPE XII, I Lost It at the
Movies, a Mask and Bauble present
ation. Directed by Donn B.
Murphy. At Trinity Theater, to
night through Saturday.

There had been rumors to the
effect that the Calliope tradition
should have died quietly with last
year's well-received production.
Better to be remembered with a
nod and a smile than to go down as
an ignominious flop this year, they
were muttering.

Suffice it to say that the rumors
were, well, misleading. Calliope XII,
I Lost It at the Movies, is lively and
entertaining. As much fun, that is,
as its predecessor, though not
nearly as coherent and effective.

This year's Calliope, the corpor
ate effort of ten writers and nine
composers, is comprised of a group
of skits strung together rather
haphazardly under the broad, all
encompassing theme of movie
spoofing. Not too much care for
smoothness of transition, but a
quite faithful adherence to the
original films.

Someone certainly went to see a
lot of old movies. Any thirties' fan
can attest to the commendable
authenticity of Mike Cavagrotti's
Jimmy Cagney impersonation,
Sheehan's Fred Astaire gestures and
the buoyant just-before-inter
mission spectacle coming right out
of Busby Berkeley's Footlight
Parade, that flag-draped, red-white
and-blue extravaganza.

Speaking of extravaganzas, the
full company numbers are the most
enjoyable. Chorus line interludes
like "Thank You, Mister Tiffany"
and "Leaving on a Really Great
Leave" make one long for more of
the singing and dancing and less of

Thursday, March 25,1971

Calliope Confusion

THE HOYA

final grace... "Sunday yawns,
Monday mourns." Monday morns.

Critically speaking, the one-man
show mystifies and orders emotion
in ways that drama cannot. Mac
gowran conjures remarkably. But
hurry, your chance for this man's
encounter ends this Sunday.

Do theaters invest even their
scheduling with symbolism?

Paul Bernabeo

Page Six
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NOTICES

MacGOWRAN IN THE WORKS power with words is often stocking
OF BECKETT. The new Kreeger and with a revelatory glee the
Theater in association with Arena audience perceives their unmasked
Stage. Through March 28. clarity: "Words have been my only

Judging by the success of a love", "nothingness in words en
number of one-man shows over the closed."
last few years, one might argue that Like an exposition upon Eliot,
contemporary audiences are finding through a glowering fear and
the familiar play form dissatisfying. despair MacGowran returns to hope
That would be quite a case to build; after hope. Sensing he must soon
but no denying, there is something die as the show begins, MacGowran
profoundly satisfying about a one- finally concedes he just might last
man presentation. out until the day of the Transfigu-

A new freedom is found in ration. And through the "wasting
redefinition of form and for Mac and pining" of the first act he
Gowran in the works of Beckett, the moves to the blighting conclusion:
new freedom is stimulating and "alas, alas, the skull, the skull,
impressive. As a personal associate alas, alas, alas, unfinished." But
of the Irish poet and playwright, with what consummate affirmation
MacGowran satisfies what must MacGowran thrusts his arms open
amount to an apostolic witness to a wide on the word unfinished,
friend's genius. To be sure, Beckett telling a vibrant hope.
is no longer a stranger to the An increasingly humorous and
popular audience, but what is witty second act informs us "the
presented now at the Kreeger end is in the beginning" and carries
Theater amounts to a highly back through the flames of dis
approachable glimpse at an ener- heartening thought. But MacGowran
getic, alluring and fearsomely con- telling the tale of Beckett calms the
temporary mind. seas in resolute irresolution. "That's

Eloquently delivered in near where we are. That's where I am.
flawless flashes of tribulating in- That's enough." Through a week's
sight, Jack MacGowran carries the musing journey of apparent despair
word of Beckett far. The poet's MacGowran-Beckett finesse their

r

of an aching, a coming to love,
finally, out of the misery, after all
else has failed. " ...Love is vulgar
business./But so is living, dying," he
says in "The Heretic." And then an
existential groping after elusive
being: "I am becoming a ghost if it
is possible/to become what I have
always been."

Happily enough, L'Heureux still
has a thing about cats and foxes
and an occasional refreshing refer
ence to New England like "When I
feel madness coming on/I force
myself to think of Boston." Just a
final small apology for what has
been perhaps a grossly unfair
isolating of these few lines from
L'Heureux, unavoidably out of
context. There is, of course, an
evasive quality about the poems
that defies pinning-down despite
my harried efforts.

There is really nothing wrong
with honest depression and the
classic dark night of the soul. I just
hope John L'Heureux sees his way
clear to smile again soon. There are
too many prophets of doom.

E Brousseau

destroy whatever it cannot under
stand. It is about wars of the flesh
and spirit; wars of the heart and
mind.

"And because it is about war, it
is principally about love, about that
country of the heart where war has
never come, where love flourishes,
and where men walk on water and
on air.

"About war and love: it is a
commonplace book of human
folly."

L'Heureux seems to be painfully
at war with himself. The poems
present a man coming fiercely to
grips with forces he can neither
understand nor master. They per
plex with a new, hard intro
spection, a difficult piercing of the
soul that was not so overwhelm
ingly visible in previous poems.

No Place for Hiding is not a very
happy book. Poet L'Heureux has
somehow betrayed his name. There
are fewer epiphanies, fewer brilliant
passages of well-phrased joy,
though his poems still capture the
Donne-like quality that one critic
had recognized in his earlier works.

There is an unmistakable sense

Poems: Surviving the Bruises
NO PLACE FOR HIDING. New
poems by John L'Herueux. Double
day and Company, Inc., 1971.

There is something insanely
irrational and gloriously endearing
about one's first love that compels
a perpetual remembrance of sorts,
even after the fire has died, or at
least grown dimmer. I have always,
it seems, loved poet John L'
Heureux-from way back in the
days when he was a relatively
obscure seminarian studying .theo
logy at the Jesuit training grounds
in Woodstock; worrying about how
to reconcile the poet in him with
that oh-so-insistent divine calling;
agonizing over the whims of the
Jesuit censors.

Well, he has advanced consider
ably. Now a contributing editor of
Atlantic Monthly and, at last
report, presently in England,
L'Heureux has been attracting
generous critical acclaim.

No Place for Hiding is his fourth
book of poems published. The
collection introduces itself: "No
Place for Hiding is a book about
wars, about that thing rooted in us
that will not love, that must

* * *

At Stage One, Tuesday, March 30 at 8 P.M. A meeting,
to discuss the formation of the Friends of the
Georgetown University Theater. All interested members
of the Georgetown community are welcome to attend.

* * *

CALLIOPE XII, I Lost It at the Movies, concludes its
run this weekend, March 25-27 at Trinity Theater.
Tickets are $2.50. For reservations call 333-1789 or
625-4960. Special reduced rate for students tonight at
$1.50. Performances are at 8:30.

* * *

The Luso-Brazilain Club will present AUTO DA
COMPADECIDA (ACT OF COMPASSION), a social
commentary farce, in the Hall of Nations on Saturday,
March 27 at 3 P.M.

Open Stage represents THE LADY'S NOT FOR
BURNING by Christopher Fry, March 26-27, April
1,2,3.

************************
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Films: Within The Grip Of Subtle Genius

New South, Georgetown's fall into aesthetic nonentity.

Architecture: Positive Distaste

J. Slade White

Blanche Willow

major part to the repeated revivals
of Gone With the Wind, in which he
became exclusively identified with
the character of the spineless
Ashley Wilkes.

In The Scarlet Pimpernel, Leslie
Howard emerges as a truly witty,
able actor of force and humor. The
plot of the film deals with the
escapades of the Scarlet Pimpernel,
the intrepid and daring saviour of the
aristocrats of the old French regime
during the Reign of Terror. Time
after time, the Pimpernel (Leslie
Howard) and his band snatch the
doomed French aristes from the
bloody jaws of Madame Guillotine
and hotfoot it back to London
confounding Robespierre and his
henchman Chauvelin, and making
decent folk across the Channel "a
little prouder to know that he is an
Englishman." Of course, the Pim
pernel's activity is definitely
counter-revolutionary; yet, he plots
his intrigues with such style, one is
forced to forgive his reactionary
politics.

A fine supporting case, well
written script, and superbly
executed sets and wardrobe com
bine to make a thoroughly enjoy
able film worthy of the talent of
Mr. Howard and proper evidence of
his versatility. With the renais
sance of films such as The Scarlet
Pimpernel, Leslie Howard will un
doubtedly receive long-deserved
recognition for his contribution to
films during the thirties and justify
the devotion of his ever-growing
cult of followers.

Cold Turkey is not so much
about a town that gives up smoking
to win a contest, as it is a statement
about origins and the way men can
corrupt and destroy the strengths
and protection those origins pro
vide. The origin in Cold Turkey is
rural America, a little backward in
its habits to be sure, but also a little
backward in the areas of pollution,
crime, traffic jams, over-population,
ugly skyscrapers. Lear's camera
lingers wistfully over the miles and
miles of open green countryside,
over the neatly-manicured lawns
and expansive shade trees, over the
ruddy weather-beaten faces of the
Iowa farmers who worked as extras
in the film.

Lear apparently sees that rural
setting as a sort of example for us
all to emulate-not just the super
ficial greenness of trees and the
brilliant blue of the sky-but the
integrity of the individual rural
American and the honesty with
which he normally deals with his
fellow man. But he also sees that
even this refuge is vulnerable to
man's greed and vain self-righteous
ness. It is more than anything else,
vulnerable to the whims of an
oppressive majority or a ruling elite.

And when the cause and crusade
is as virtuous as one to stop all
smoking, Lear has his audience
exactly where he wants it. The
satire is all the more deadly because
we find ourselves applauding at first
when the anti-smokers virtually
beat the non-conformists into sub
mission. We laugh when the town
drunk (Tom Poston) is railroaded
out of town because he can't give
up cigarettes. And when the realiza
tion comes that Dick Van Dyke as
the ambitious minister, and Vincent
Gardenia, as the fumbling mayor,
are actually the villains of the film,
that realization goes down hard and
effectively so. Rather than rubbing
our noses in sermons and messages,
Lear merely allows us an ample
supply of rope and by the end, we
are firmly caught in his noose. The
skill and honesty that that sort of
daring requires is rarely seen today.
If Cold Turkey ever migrates back,
be sure to see it.

Pimpernelomania
For the past few weeks Inner

Circle has been presenting a gala
Festival of Literary Film Classics.
THE SCARLET PIMPERNEL was
just one of the many offerings, but,
my life being threatened, it seemed
wise to permit the following slight
ly crazed reviewer to rave on about
this particular all-time great.

-Editor's Note

Members of the devoted order of
Leslie Howard fans experienced a
rare taste of bliss last weekend as
the Inner Circle presented a revival
of one of the classic costumers of
the thirties, The Scarlet Pimpernel.
Fancying myself the last frenzied
follower of Leslie Howard, I was
amazed and pleased at the vast
numbers massing around the box
office-pleased, that is, until it
became apparent that I might not
get in. Was I to miss the moment
that I had greedily anticipated for
weeks? Brandishing a Bowie knife
over my head, I proceeded to carve
my way through a wall of human
flesh in order to secure a ticket,
trampling underfoot babies and
invalids unfortunate enough to be
in my path.

It could be an exaggeration,
perhaps, to claim that The Scarlet
Pimpernel has become a cult film,
yet the large, enthusiastic hordes
packed into the small theater
seemed to prove otherwise. The
sight of such a remarkable recep
tion of the movie was enough to
vindicate the scorn and abuse
heaped upon Leslie Howard fans of
all ages in the past decades. The
malignment of our hero is due in

audience's feet to reveal the absurd
and often tragically serious ground
work upon which that comedy was
built. He makes us pay dearly for
every easy and enjoyable laugh
we've had-his surrealism becomes
the dues we pay for unwarranted
laughter. And somehow, Lear is
able to make both levels-the
comedy and the tragic surrealism
work perfectly as they intermingle
to provide a unified and important
statement. Mr. Hyde is all the more
ghastly when viewed in contrast to
Dr. Jekyll, and vice versa.

Most black-comic-satires, up
until now, have not realized that
the comic form itself, with its own
power to expose the essence of
relationships, can carry the thrusts
of the satiric statement. Instead
these films construct ten foot high
neon arrows to point out each
situation's importance. They treat
us like children who must have
everything stated over and over
until our emotional responses have
been deadened by repeated shock
treatments and our intellects are
starved for simple and subtle
artistry.

Cold Turkey provides an answer.
Lear's surrealism is brilliantly inter
woven into the comedy's surface at
strategic points. He builds the
audience to a peak of laughter,
pulls the cord on a surrealistic trap
door, and then lets the audience
hang for a moment before going on
to the next sequence. In one such
sequence Lear climaxes a sequence
of shots portraying the town at the
height of its nicotine fit with a shot
of a farmer kicking a tiny dog as if
it were a tin can. The dog sails
through the air like a graceful
football field goal attempt-about
halfway through the shot the
audience realizes it is laughing at a
brutal act and it nearly chokes in
embarrassment. Another subtle sur
realistic touch occurs when Lear
depicts a group of burly men
sledge-hammering a cigarette
machine to smithereens. On the
surface they seem to be doing the
town a service by removing a
temptation, but as they become
more and more savage, Lear's
intended message becomes much
more apparent.

the tasteful adaptation of the styles
of another age can be.

But New South is none of these.
It is simply an ugly building-an
ugly building constructed in haste
without thought of how terribly its
presence would blot an otherwise
beautiful campus.

One is forced to suspect that it
was designed as a class project by
the freshmen at the Catholic
University School of Architec
ture-the morning after a Hoya
romp over the Cardinals' basketball
team. Bob Bruso

something which most recent films
have been unwilling or unable to
accomplish.

Cold Turkey's success can large
ly be attributed to two entities: one
is the film's creator, Norman Lear;
the other is the film's subject, the
state of Iowa or, in particular, the
citizens of a small Iowa town called
Greenfield.

Lear's genius was in thinking
that black comedy, if it is to be at
all successful, must work on a
two-leveled approach. On the sur
face Cold Turkey works as a rather
ordinary situation comedy about a
rural Iowa farming community that
enters a tobacco company's 25
million dollar offer to any town
that can give up smoking for an
entire month. The motive behind
the town's entry is to raise enough
money to persuade a defense
industry to relocate its plant
outside the town, thus giving the
stagnant village economy a boost in
the arm. The tobacco company, led
by Bob Newhart and Edward
Everett Horton, is using the contest
as a publicity stunt, not believing
for a moment that any town can
give up smoking for a month. The
local minister wants the town to
succeed so that he can be pro
moted to a wealthy parish in the
city, and the list goes on, with
everyone involved having a greedy
motive for wanting the town to
either succeed or fail.

The comic situations revolve
around the trials and tribulations of
the town undergoing a communal
nicotine fit-the machinations of
Van Dyke of God Incorporated (as
he refers to the Church) vs, Bob
Newhart of Tobacco Incorporated,
and hovering above the fray, the
newscaster gods of network TV,
Walter Chronic and David Chetley,
played by the comedy team of Bob
and Ray.

This level of the comedy might
have been enough by itself. It is
original and genuinely funny. But
Norman Lear is out for bigger game
with Cold Turkey than just a
common situation comedy. He is
attempting to examine and probe
the ways in which an audience
reacts to an ordinary comedy, only
to pull the rug out from under the

COLD TURKEY. A United Artists
release. Produced, written and
directed by Norman Lear. Starring
Dick Van Dyke, Bob Newhart,
Pippa Scott, Tom Poston, Edward
Everett Horton, and Bob and Ray.

machine means money, but what's
a Corita?)

New South is not representative
of the age in architecture (Lauinger
is a much better tribute to a
century that produced Frank Lloyd
Wright and Ludwig Mies van der
Rohe); the Quad is the epitome of
the grace and simplicity of Federal
architecture; Healy is the zenith of
medieval romanticism and fantasy
cum kitsch that make the Victor
ians so laughable and yet so
endearing; and even White-Gravenor
and Copley indicate how pleasant

In all modesty I must admit to
being somewhat shocked and
puzzled by the uncanny effect
which my criticism seems to have
upon film bookings in Washington
theaters. The situation has reached
the point that whenever I have had
anything remotely complimentary
to say about a film, that same film
has been shuffled out of town
before sunset the next day. Conse
quently, a mere suggestion of
disapproval on my part has been
known to insure total financial
success and a long, prosperous life
for any film whatsoever. If I walk
out frowning after a film, theater
managers usually respond by doing
cartwheels around the lobby-while
a smile on my face can trigger any
one of a number of catastrophic
reactions on their part, from
perforated ulcers to premature
retirement.

Unfortunately for the film's
sake, I liked it very much. In a
matter of hours the rumor that I
was going to give Cold Turkey a
rave review filtered down the
grapevine-the panic button was
sledge-hammered and Cold Turkey
flew the coop the next day.

If Cold Turkey had been just a
mediocre film it would probably
still be with us today. Its tragic
flaw, however, was being ambitious
enough, confident enough, and
perhaps even crazy enough to have
attempted something more daring
and intelligent than any film of its
genre had attempted before. The
genre, by the way, is that strange
mongrel we call black-comic-satire
with, in Cold Turkey's case, a
strong shot of surrealism to draw
blood.

Unlike its cousins M*A *S*H and
Little Murders, the blood is not on
the screen; it's in the theater. Cold
Turkey's target is the audience. But
its satiric knife is more a surgeon's
scalpel than a butcher's cleaver. It
demands the audience's close
attention and total involvement-

What would San Francisco be
without the Bank of America
Building? What would London be
without the American Embassy?
What would GU be without New
South?

Obviously, a much better place,
architecturally and aesthetically.

Georgetown never presented the
most pleasing aspect to those on
the Virginia bank of the Potomac
Palisades. The combination of
Federal (Gervase, Mulledy and
Maguire), Greek Revival (Ryan) and
Flemish Gothic (Healy) doesn't
quite make it as a unit.

All of which is tremendously
unfair to a state which, traffic cops
to the contrary notwithstanding,
does its best to grace us with the
sort of idyllic river and hillside
scene immortalized in Eliot's Land
scape of Virginia, if one can ignore
Rosslyn (the eruption of which
upon the Arlington countryside has
been likened, in both rapidity and
effect, to the eruption of Paracutin
on the Mexican plateau).

And in payment for all of
Linwood Holton's mercies to us, we
presented him with New South.

A long time ago, when the
University's financial situation
wasn't terribly different from the
way it is today, or, for that matter,
has been since the Day One, some
administrator beseeched (be
sought?) the government for funds
to build a dormitory that would
include beaucoup de rooms, a
humongous cafeteria (quantity, not
quality) and air-conditioning. And
so the University was allotted the
funds for said building, as ordered,
positively sans adornment, a re
quirement they fulfilled admirably
well.

Now, admittedly, if the Taj
Mahal housed Saga Food, even
those most unbiased would be
swayed against any edifice being the
home of the aforesaid. (Could
Meyer Kahane give us an honest
appraisal of the aesthetics of
Berchtesgarten?)

The debate continues to rage on
campus whether or not New South
is "actively ugly" (Jacke Weltner,
SLL '72), "passively ugly" (Joanne
Volpe, Coll. '72) or "stolidly ugly"
(Joe Madda, Coll, '72), but that it is
ugly is undenied.

New South is not absolutely
without merit. It does have a
superlative view, but the architect
had nothing to do with that. And
the very attractive mosaic on the
west wall near the cafeteria en
trance was a recent addition to the
otherwise blank exterior. The
interior is done in that style of
styles: neo-Stalinist moderne, with
your basic concrete block walls and
oh-so-functional built-in desks, etc.

The only feature which even
approaches relief of the monotony
is the splendid Corita on the walls
of the lobby. Miracle of miracles,
it's one of the few things of value
on campus which has not been
ripped off (leave it to GU's vandals
to be without taste. A cigarette
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The Changing Mind of the Modern Marine
as long as me and Jim, and we are
lower rank ... I think he's an NCO
candidate and graduate of that
school. But anyway we were
holding a field day this one
Thursday night and he comes in
with these real muddy boots and
we had almost got done field
daying the place ... Jim asked him
real nicely to leave the barracks and
he gets all hot and hairy and tells us
that we'll have to field day the
barracks again and I guess that got
Jim sort ofpissed off so, well I'll let
him take it from there.

Jim: I was put in charge of this
Field Day that night and I didn't

I want to hurt the morale any worse
. than it could be - that it really is -

then this sergeant comes in and says
that we have to do it again when
we're just a little better than
halfway finished. I wasn't going to
let him boss me around like that
just because he was a sergeant. So I
got in a really big hassle with him,
and he's going to write me up and
put me on report and he asked me
"What's your fuckin' name?" and I
said "I don't have a fuckin' name, I
have a name if you want it
Sergeant. "

John: Now this Field Day is for
inspection on Friday morning,
which is also unnecessary. You
know it's part of the harrassment to
keep us combat ready, so they say.

The class that me and Jim are in
are brick, and some of the other
classes are in like Quanset huts,
which are in a lot worse shape than
the brick barracks. Our sergeant is
always getting on the first platoon
(in brick barracks) because he says
that our barracks is in better shape
so it could look better and we
should look better than the second
platoon down in the Quanset huts.
We could spit shine that deck and it
wouldn't be good enough for him.
If you fail inspection, you get like
guard duty on the weekend instead
of liberty and that's a big hassle
because you walk post for four
hours and then you only have eight
hours off and hardly have time to
sleep and besides that you have to
get squared away for the next
week. It's really a hassle, the officer
of the day comes along and
harrasses you. Nobody feels like
standing around with some rifle and
at some stupid post all weekend.

Friedman: We often hear a lot
about this attempt by the Marine
Corps to build an image that "the
Marine Corps builds men" and "the
future of America lies with the
Marine Corps and other branches of
the military. " Is this so-called image
they're building really so, and also
what is the problem with this
so-called disobeying of orders?

John: Well, yes and no. Because
the Marine Corps is a round way to
go and it does make you grow
emotionally and physically and
you're able to identify with older
men once you've completed basic
training. It's a completely new
experience - I guess it's called
being a man. But it's a rough way
to go and you know you've really
accomplished something when
you've completed basic training.
That's what everybody says
you're a man when you come out
of boot camp. And you really feel
like a man. It's a great thing, but
what we are complaining about is the
extension of the harrassmerrt, We've
taken it and we're basic marines,
and so they've got to keep on
harrassing us. I mean, I can see
harrassment is emotionally good for
combat readiness, but if they
overdo it then I really can't see it.

The problem of disobedience of
an order is really held strongly in
the Marine Corps becuase every
little order that they can catch you
not doing it the way that they say
to do it they can find some way of
putting you on report for dis
obeying a direct order - you did
part of the order and then didn't
finish it. They can put you on this
report, and put you up in front of
some major who balls you out or
gives you a fine, or sends you to
ce, which is correctional custody.
It doesn't go on your record but it's
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the blacks better in the upper ranks
in the staff noncommissioned offi
cers and above and officers.

Friedman: Jim, we hear a lot
about the morale problem in the
service as a whole. While you were
at Camp Lejeune, did you notice
any problems with the morale of
the Marines?

Jim: Morale is a problem down
there because there's nothing to
build you up. It's just that there's
constant harassment from the
upper ranks - staff sergeants and
people like that who are in charge
of you. They always harass you,
and they say that this harassment
is to keep you emotionally com
bat-ready, but it doesn't help us at
all. In our work, in our studies, for
people who are still in school like
us, it doesn't really help us.

John: The Field Day is when
the barracks is completely cleaned
and everything has to be 'spit and
polished' as they put it. On the
field day I'll relate to an experience
that my friend Jim had. This
sergeant - his name was Sergeant
Cox - I don't think he has been in

the place and there's no racism. But
once you get out of boot camp and
you get out into the Marine Corps,
there is contempt and there's a few
fights every now and then but
there's no real rumbles and it isn't
that bad, except for the infantry
training regiment at Lejeune which
is the extension of basic training
after Parris Island. They need the
bigger guys for like platoon leaders
and squad leaders and stuff, and it
seems like they mostly pick blacks
because - well they must seem to
be meaner or something - but they
do pick blacks and this is one thing
that kind of ticked me off a little
bit. I'm not prejudiced myself, but
why couldn't they have some white
platoon sergeants or some white
squad leaders or something. It
seemed like the whites were being
segregated against.

Jim: Well at Camp Lejeune
where we're stationed right now,
we have more freedom to feel what
we have to feel. At camp they told
us that the segregation in the lower
ranks-social segregation. Now you
find the whites getting along with

you were
type of

with the
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somebody. This is mostly what
they train at Parris Island, the
aggressiveness. This is what the
shock treatment is for.

Friedman: Jim, when
at Parris Island what
contact did you have
outside world?

Jim: Alright, the outside con
tact that we had was nothing,
because we weren't allowed to buy
newspapers, we couldn't listen to a
radio. You had no idea what was
going on outside. They were just on
you all the time and you weren't
worried about what was going on at
home. You are there for a certain
reason and you have to perform
your duties when you're there. You
can't do it if you have trouble at
home or something, so they keep
you isolated from the outside
world.

Friedman: Before John and Jim
left Camp Lejeune, they were both
Private First Class and involved
with electronics work. The pay was
$65 every two weeks. Jim would
you describe the physical layout of
the barracks that you lived in?

Jim: The physical layout of a
barracks is really ridiculous. There's
no such thing as privacy because
there's a hundred people in this
squabbe that's maybe a hundred
feet long and twenty-five feet wide.
It's like nothing. They've got one
really big problem and that's
cockroaches, and they don't seem
to do anything about it. You know
it's really nice to get up in the
morning and put on a pair of boots
and have a couple cockroaches
crawl out of your boots. One thing
that was worse at Camp Lejeune
than at Parris Island was that you
had to make your racks so tight
that a quarter could bounce off of
them if the drill instructor wanted
to test you. And if you didn't have
them that tight, he could write you
up for disobedience of an order.

Friedman: John, it seems that
in the national news there's always
this problem that we read about at
various military bases, especially in
the south, and that is concerning
race relationships and racism.
Would you care to talk about that?

John: Well there's really not
much you can say about that,
because you hear in the press about
rumbles between races in the
military service and everything 
this would be Army, Navy and Air
Force, but in reality the Marine
Corps has more discipline than to
have race riots, and at boot camp
there's absolutely no racism what
soever because you're in that
cultural state of shock and you're
only thinking about getting out of

by Scott Friedman
The problems manifested in our

domestic and military installations
seem to indicate that the combat
soldier no longer fits the traditional
mold of the GI's in past wars.
Contemporary problems in our
civilian society have penetrated the
bleak barbed wire barriers that
insulate the military world from
that of the civilian. Drugs, prostitu
tion, disobedience, and a debilita
ting morale are not recent problems
confronted in military life. A wider
public focus on military life today
has generated a greater awareness of
the deficiencies in the military as
well as calling into question the
whole nature of military activities.

The modern soldier's growing
resentment of the traditional mili
tary life style is manifest in the
decision to go A WOL (or VA in the
Marine Corps). The following taped
interview of two young Marines
who recently went VA is an
attempt to examine the problems
of the Marine and to reveal the
motivations behind such actions as
VA. In order to protect the identity
of the two, they shall hereafter be
referred to as John and Jim.

Friedman: Why did you join the
Marine Corps, John?

John: Well I guess I was having
it pretty rough in high school, and I
thought it was ridiculous because I
felt inhibited towards living. So I
dropped out of high school, and at
the time jobs just happened to be
hard to get because they wanted
high school graduates and college
graduates, military exempt people
and older people. So everybody
told me that my best alternative
was the service. The reason I joined
the Marine Corps was that I knew
they were the best outfit and I
guess there's something about being
number one that kind of turns me
on.

Friedman: Jim, why did you
join the Marine Corps?

Jim: I guess I joined the Marine
Corps to try to find myself. I'm not
sure that I didn't find myself in the
Marine Corps because I couldn't
accept their way of thinking and
the way they treated us. So now
I'm going to look somewhere else
to try to find myself.

Friedman: Both John and Jim
were in the Marine Corps 71h

months before they went VA.
John, what was your first impres
sion when you arrived at boot camp
at Parris Island?

John: You see, when we got to
boot camp it was mid-July, and
when we got off the bus I couldn't
believe the heat - man it was hot!
And real humid. Another thing I
noticed was the smell of the place
- it's got this wierd smell- I think
it's the insecticide that they use. I
just couldn't believe it - it's a
complete different world all of its
own.

Friedman: Jim, what were your
first impressions when you arrived
at Parris Island?

Jim: Well as John said the smell
was the first thing I noticed. The
isolation from civilization made it
really a world all of its own. It was
really a bad place. The bus pulled
into "Recruit Receiving" at the
small barracks they have there, and
this monsterlike-Iooking guy - the
drill instructor - walked into the
bus and everybody was still asleep.
He comes in and says, "Welcome to
Parris Island, ladies. " And right
there you get the hint - what's
with this cat calling us ladies? And
then he pulls this shit about
"Alright ladies, you got ten seconds
to get off of this goddamn bus, and
1 just bullshitted nine of 'em, so get
the fuck off this bus and get on the
yellow footprints." So we just ran
really crazy - you know, it was
really terrible ...

Friedman: John, what did boot
camp at Parris Island do to you
mentally?

John: In boot camp what they
do is animalize you because when
people come into boot camp right
after they've joined, not everyone
could pick up a gun and kill
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Friedman: John, how do you
feel abou t that?

John: Would I go to Vietnam? I
sure would. Well, now that I've
been on liberty several times, and I
see how great this country really is,
it'll be worth fighting for. I mean,
somebody's got to do it, you know.

Friedman: Apparently, John,
then you agree with our policy in
Vietnam to be there fighting to
preserve the independence of South
Vietnam or at least that's how the
policy seems to be.

John: Well, this all results from
America's SEATO policy. We got
ourselves into it so we got to get
ourselves out. We've got to get
South Vietnam out. I think it's
only fair that we help them out.
They don't have the people or they
don't have the stuff that they need
to help themselves.

Friedman: Both John and Jim
are scheduled to go to Vietnam in
July. Since both of you are UA,
what plans do you have for the
present and possibly for the future?

John: Well, I am UA right now,
but I've argued with myself and
while I don't think it's the best
thing in the world I just think it's
the right thing to do. Right now,
there are more people against me
than there are for me, so I know
that if I turn myself in it will be a
lot easier on me, and if they want
to send me to Vietnam then I can't
argue with them too much.

Jim: My present plans are to
stay here for a few days and then
probably go somewhere else. I
might talk myself into going back 
I just really don't know what I
want to do right now.

Friedman' If both of you could
make three basic changes in the
Marine Corps, what would they be?

Jim: Well, I'd try to end the
eliteness that's in the Corps. I'd do
away with the harassment almost
completely. Third, we need more
pay - we definitely need more pay.

John: Well I think the living
spaces should be improved, with
more locker spaces, etc. We should
get a little more pay, which they're
working on now. And most of all
would be to circulate more esprit
d 'corps throughout the Marine
Corps except in boot camp because
I think this is what we need most of
alL

Friedman: The final question I
have is, if you knew everything that
you now know about the Marine
Corps, would you go it over again?

John: I don't know - some
times I argue with myself about it
but deep down inside I really think
I would, becuase like I say, inside, I
really like being a Marine. I really
like what I stand for. I don't really
like what I'm doing, but it's all for
a good cause, and all in all I think
I'd do it over again.

Jim: No, I wouldn't do it over
again. I just can't accept it - for
what they're supposed to be and
they're not what they say they're
supposed to be.

Whether one detects a feeling of
ambivalence toward the Marine
Corps by John and Jim or indis
criminate praise and contempt 
often in conflict, it appears that
these two young Marines bring to
bear a major area of contention so
dramatically persuaded through the
Nurenberg trials - should a soldier
question the orders of his superiors
when they violate one's moral and
ethical principles?

This question was sufficiently
answered when German soldiers
were convicted of their war crimes.
Subsequently, the moral and ethical
principles germane to a human
society supercede the conventional
regulations that structure the mili
tary system of command. As
evidenced in the MyLai massacre,
the modern military machine has
not sufficiently eliminated the
internal limitations that maintain
unqualified obedience to corn
mands.

Both John and Jim have pro
tested the intimidation, and com
promising of values implicit in the
oppressive atmosphere generated by
military discipline and order. In
their simple and often crude replies,
John and Jim reveal aspects of
military life that should not only be
repugnant to society but drastically
altered so as to emphasize the
supremacy of ethical and moral
judgments over blind obedience.

that. They could preach to me that
till doomsday but I still couldn't
think killing a person is right.

Friedman: As a Marine, now in
civilian life, what attitudes toward
civilian authority do you have?

John: Well, as a Marine, the first
time I was out on liberty (I wasn't
on leave, I was on liberty), like I
said they tell you at camp that
you're a Marine now, you're super
heavy, and I guess I was sort of
belligerent to civilians. But this
feeling sort of wears off and a
Marine becomes more versatile; he
can be all Marine in the right place,
and he can mix in with the other
civilians.

Friedman: Jim, how do you feel
about this?

Jim: I feel that you can go
along with the police, and you'll be
alright. But my feelings towards
them is the same as they were
before I went in-they're pigs-but
they're there for their reasons. The
Marine Corps hasn't changed me on
that.

Friedman: Jim, would you per
sonally go to Vietnam, now that
you're a Marine, if you had the
opportunity to do so?

Jim: No, I don't think I would.
I would definitely go UA before I
went to Vietnam. I value my life
too much to have it blown away by
some gook for some reason that is
not really clear to me why I should
go over there.

(Photo by Keystone of TIME Magazine)

Friedman: John, getting back to gotten all of this off of his chest.
this problem of UA, or in the Army Friedman: What personal
as it's called A WOL, what motiva- changes took place in your life,
ted you to leave Camp Lejeune or John, that affected your attitudes
to go UA? and your opinions about lite in

What made me go UA? Well, general?
okay, you take me and my friend John: It seems that after you've
Jim. Like, we've been in for seven completed basic training in the
months now and like when we Marine Corps you are a prouder
finished basic training we were individual and you walk taller and
supposed to get a 20 day leave, everything. In basic training they
what they call boot leave, but tell you you're the toughest man in
instead of that they sent us right the world. This isn't true, the way
straight to school and they told us they tell you you're some kind of
we were going to get boot leave out God, but I mean you are prouder,
of there, but I don't really know if you walk taller, and I guess it
I can count on it or not so ... well, makes a better man out of you. It
I guess you can say we just decided makes you sort of accept things
to take our own leave. You've got better, you can look at things a lot
to have a few days off sometime. I better.
guess everyone goes UA once in a Jim: In basic training the
while, so I guess that's it. You've Marine Corps develops aggressive.
got to get away from it. ness in an individual because the

Friedman: Jim, can you tell us drill instructors preach all of the
why you went UA? time, peace is for the birds and

Jim: I wish that John didn't say killing is where it's at, you know. I
"we" so much in the reasons why don't think a person could really
he went UA because my feelings are take this seriously, I mean.
a little bit different. I went UA Friedman: Jim, what personal
because I didn't like the way things changes have taken place since
were being run and the constant you've been in the Marine Corps
harassment they were giving us. Put that have affected your personal
it this way: I just couldn't accept habitsand life as well?
the way of the .mil~tary. It's what Jim: The only thing that really
they call .0rgan~zatJOn. Well, they changed my personal life is the
can. orgamze With somebody else length of my hair. That's the only
besides me. thing the Marine Corps changed in

Friedman: John, you men- home. They haven't instilled in me
tioned earlier several people go UA. that killing's right or anything like

Exactly how many, or how many
people do you know go UA and,
for the same reasons that you also
left?

John: Oh, about 10 to 15
percent of the people I know. I
guess they go U A for the same
reasons because, well, I guess, well,
we don't get our leave when we're
supposed to and it just sort of ticks
us off so ... and, besides that, we
have other guys go UA, as my
friend Jim is, because they can't
take the military life. Well, I can
agree with him to an extent.

Friedman: Jim, you had some
thing to add to this?

Jim: I think that some of the
reasons that people go UA is
nobody really cares about your
personal problems at home. Some
people do, but our platoon sergeant
just doesn't seem to care. I had
some personal problems at home
and that's why I went UA the first
time and now I'm going U A
because I don't like the way things
are being run. Other people have
gone UA, I've talked to them, and
they've said that they went to the
platoon sergeant and he couldn't do
anything for them, he said. All he
would of had to do is just let him
go and he wouldn't have run away
and it wouldn't have hurt them ...
it wouldn't have hurt the Marine
Corps if he had gone home for
three or four days. He could have
corrected his problem and have

example of the Marine Corps, now
is this true? And how have your
relations been with them in the past
seven months?

.-·--\~;~;.t ~q;:;'~"
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Jim: I haven't had any real
run-ins with the MP's.Military Police
is what it is. It's just some way the
military can protect you from out
in the civilian life, when you're out
on the town or something. But it
seems like they want to harass you.
They never help you out. They are
as much against you as they can.

Friedman: John, would you
care to explain the image of the
typical MP for us?

ohn: The image of the MP in the
Marine Corps is the same as a
regular policeman on the outside
world. You know how kids feel
about policemen today. You know,
pigs and stuff. Well it's more or less
the image they have in the Marine
Corps.

Friedman: It seems that MP's
have a better image than the rest of
the Marines after discussing the
problems that the other Marines
have with drugs, prostitution, poli
tical freedoms, etc. Are the MP's
involved with the use of drugs as
well?

Jim: Since MP's are just a part
of the Marine Corps they're
exposed to this drug problem, if
you want to call it that, and I
imagine that some of them do use
drugs and smoke.

one of the worst things you can do in twelve dollars. And the stuff's not
the Marine Corps. That's the worst really that great, but it you want it
punishment they can give you. The you've got to pay for it. It's easily
only thing about the brig is that-the available to anyone who wants it.
brig is a lot eaiser than correctional Up to the upper ranks like cor
custody. porals and sergeants and people

My experience with disobedience who are really into drugs and really
of a direct order is when one all they're after is just your money,
weekend I had guard duty and I but still the drug problem there is
had to go home that same weekend, apparent.
so I got someone else to take my John: In our barracks there are
duties for me. I'm paying him about 100 people and I'd say about
money, and I explained the situa- 85 percent of them have smoked
tion to the platoon sergeant and marijuana. There are some people
showed him letters and proof that I who are still straight but most of
had to go home because there were the people have at least tried
money matters at home that marijuana.
couldn't wait until the following Friedman: John, you men
weekend, and he still wouldn't let tioned something to me about the
someone walk my duty for me. So I esprit d'corps of the Marine Corps.
still paid this kid to walk my duty Would you care to discuss that?
for me and he didn't show up, so . , ?
then the whole weekend I was UA .Joh?: Esprit d corps: Well, es-
for my first time - my first prit d corps IS the feelmg toward
offense. ~he Marin Corps which is generated

I got back on Monday and In boot ca~p, .among the recr~l~
everyone told me "You're going to from the drill Instructors and It s
jail, you're going to jail, they love of God" Country a?d Corps,
caught you." I said "how?" And it You ~now, I m sure you ve seen .It
turned out that this kid did not on billboards and stuff. And m
walk my guard duty for me. So that boot camp where your whole life is
afternoon I went up in front of the "Sound. off, M.arin~ Corp~!" and
major - my first time! - and he ever~t~lJng eS1!nt d corps IS gre?t,
said that there was direct dis- but It s not like that once you ve
obedience of an order dereliction left boot camp.
of duty because I was 'not walking Friedman: Jim, we hear a lot
my post when I was supposed to about MP's. They're caricatured on
be, I was somewhere else. It didn't TV. Just a little bit on their
matter to him that I had something function, and is this image of them
very important at home. He said I as being self-righteous and the fine
did something wrong and now I'm
going to have to pay for it. So he
gave me a $65 fine, 30 days CC
(suspended for 60 days), which
meant that if I did anything wrong
within 60 days, I'd get 30 days CC,
which I didn't want.

Friedman: In discussing the
Vietnam War in relation to life at
Camp Lejeune it seems that there's
an ambivalence concerning the war
between the soldiers there. Some
join the Marines to fight the war in
Vietnam, some join for other
reasons, but the war in general does
not seem to be an issue. But there is ~

no actively-organized antiwar group
at Camp Lejeune.

When discussing Camp Lejeune,
it is necessary to bring in the
geographical location. It's located
in Jacksonville, S.C., which is a
small, sleezy, southern town. It
seems like the Marine base is the
main source of its revenue. In
discussing life in Jacksonville and
the city's relation to the Marine
base, several problems arise. One is
prostitution. Jim, I'd like you to
discuss that in relation to life in
Camp Lejeune.

Jim: The problem, the prosti-
tution, in that town is really
unbelievable. They charge you like
fifteen dollars and then they tell
you to leave. They say you're here
and you can buy a drink. A girl will
come up to you, start feeling you
up and say "Honey, how about
buying me a drink?" And you say,
eeAll right."

After you've already had the
drink and he'll (the bartender) tell
you, "Okay, that'll be six dollars
for the two drinks." The prices are
outrageous out there.

I don't see why they ... the
town itself it tearing the Marine
Corps apart, because they take
advantage of it and if the Marines
ever left there, that town would dry
up in about two seconds. The
relationship of women to Marines
'was like wierd. Three hundred
Marines to one woman! The prosti
tution there in Jacksonville is
mostly with the black people
because the white people just don't
like to associate with the Marines
because there's something about it
that they don't like.

Friedman: The next question I
wanted to ask both John and Jim
was concerning the drug problem at
Camp Lejeune, John and Jim told
me that they had used drugs before
they came to Camp Lejeune,
before they went to the Marines.
However, I want them to explain
how serious the drug problem is
and the nature of the drug problem
itself.

Jim: The drug problem on base
is pretty bad like you can buy
anything on base just like if you
were out on civilian life - any kind
of dope you want. But the price is
just outrageous. Like you can buy a
nickel bag of grass for like ten and
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Professor William Richardson of
Fordham.

Dr. Wilfred Ver Eecke of the
department of Philosophy the
program director, said "these people
are top specialists in their fields. We
are delighted to have them at the
conference." Professor Ver Eecke
noted that the Philosophy depart
ment, the Graduate Student
Organization and undergraduate
activities had cooperated to arrange
the program.

The panel and all speeches of the
psychoanalysis conference will be
held in the New South Faculty
Lounge.

The author of Learning: Rein
forcement Theory and co-author
with W. N. Schoenfeld of Principles
of Psychology, Dr. Keller will speak
informally before the Psychology
Club, discussing some of the
changes in psychology he has seen
in the 50 years since he has been an
undergraduate.

Dr. Keller, who received his B.S.
from Tufts and his M.A. and Ph.D.
from Harvard, taught many of the
present leaders in the field of
experimental analysis of behavior.

Chairman of the Psychology
department Dr. Gilbert Sherman
said Georgetown "rarely has the
opportunity to welcome a man who
has seen first hand and participated
so vigorously in the modern de'
velopment of his field."
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ond how to swing it.

Thomas Elliott (Coll '71) has recently written a report on
environmental problems which was submitted into the Congressional
Record by Rep. Frank Annunzio (R-nl.) as an example of "hard work,
constructive concern, and commitment."

ished Visiting Professor at Western
Michigan University, and has
recently been active in the develop
ment of innovative teaching
methods involving personalized
self-paced instruction.

The conference on psycho
analysis will feature four speakers
and a discussion panel. Professor
Antoine Vergota of Belgium's
Louvain University will begin the
series of lectures at 8:00 p.m,
Friday, speaking on "Unconcious
Symbolism."

Saturday at 10:00 a.m. Professor
Antony Flew will address the
conference on "Freud's Use of the
Term 'Unconcious' ." A visiting
professor at the University of
Buffalo, Professor Flew is known
for his work in the analysis of
language, and has contributed to
the Minnesota Studies on the
Philosophy of Science.

Professor Leonard Feldstein of
Fordham and Professor Thomas
Ewens of LeMoyne will speak at
2:00 p.m. and 5:00 p.m. Saturday,
respectively. Professor Feldstein
will speak on "The Unconcious:
Jung and Freud," and Professor
Ewens on "Subjectivity and
Psychosis." Feldstein is a former
practicing clinical psychologist, and
Ewens is a philosopher and psy
chologist.

The conference will be closed
with a panel and discussion, led by

THE HOYA.

Psychologist Keller Speaks Tonight;
Philosophy Conference Scheduled

ing reactions from adults
and students across the
country, and Michener's
advice about handling the
division between American
Iifestyles. Oneof38 articles
and features in the April
READER'S DIGEST

Dr. Fred Keller, a well-known
psychologist and author of several
books on learning and reinforce
ment theory, will speak in Copley
Lounge tonight at 8:30 p.m. In re
lated news, the Philosophy Club is
completing plans for a conference on
"Philosophy and Psychoanalysis" to
be held tomorrow and Saturday.

Dr. Keller is presently Distingu-

attempt to put nursing in its proper
perspective, integrating various
areas and removing emphasis from
the hospital as the main aspect of
nursing.

The deletion of the nutrition
course will not eliminate its
material as the concepts of the
course will be included in the
Foundations of Nursing course. In
addition, nursing students will be
required to take two semesters of
Symbolic Logic, Introduction to
Probability, or Introduction to
Calculus, or two other math cour
ses. These courses, said Mrs. Nowa
kowski, will make students capable
of manipulation of abstract con
cepts.

Mrs. Nowakowski said that
future curriculum changes will keep
the student as a focus. Projections
include a self-paced advancement
through the nursing curriculum
with the hope that teaching will
become a true dialogue between
students and professors. The five
year project, she concluded, "has
big implications for Georgetown
and even bigger for Nursing."

WHAT HAPPENED-AND WHY

KENT STATE

Pulitzer-prize winner,
James Michener, recreates
the tragedy at Kent. In an
eye-opening book conden
sation he reveals, step by
step, the events that led to
the fatal shootings. It is all
here, including the surpris-

watered down version favored by a clause saying that they will not
the Nixon Administration. cover "direct or indirect nuclear

Elliott said that he formed the damage" from the plants in Penn
Ecology Action League last fall. sylvania.
While not many joined the group, Elliott said that the league is also
he said, those who did had talent \ trying to start a recycling project in
and dedication. So far the group the area. They will begin with glass
has succeeded in persuading Her- but he hopes to inchJ.d€ other
bert Fineman, Speaker of the commodities later. He said that
House in Elliott's home state of though he's been having trouble
Pennsylvania, to introduce Iegisla- making necessary arrangements
tion designating the third week of with the glass manufacturers, he
April of each year as Earth Week. hopes to begin the project by the
Elliott praised Fineman for his third week in April.
cooperation and said that this bill "American industry has only
will probably be passed by the reluctantly and belatedly tried to
Pennsylvania legislature. The next adjust to a recycling economy," he
project of the group is to have the said and added that while these
same action taken by the Missouri adjuatrnerrta present technological
state legislature. problems, it can and should be

The Ecology League has also done.
helped Common Cause to fight the
supersonic transport.

According to Elliott, among the
group's major concerns is the
question of nuclear power plants.
He criticized the power companies
for labelling those who object to
these plants on environmental
grounds as "kooks" instead of
dealing with the issues. In Pennsyl
vania, which has a special commit
tee of the state legislature dealing
with such plants, Elliott has asked
to testify before the committee,
but so far has been put off. The
League is also trying to get the
committee to make its reports
public. Elliott noted that the home
owners' insurance policies have

and personally."
The Curriculum Project, which

will bring about on-going cur
riculum changes, was funded and
approved after one year of study. It
utilizes the systems approach with
the human being as its focus to
develop curriculum changes. In
addition to Mrs. Nowakowski, the
project is staffed by Mrs. Melba
Anger, asst. professor of Nursing;
Mrs. Jody Bennett, instructor of
Nursing; Mrs. Dorothea Orern, visit
ing professor of Nursing; and Miss
Marilyn E. Parker, asst. professor of
Nursing. Sister Rita Marie Bergeron,
dean of the Nursing School, has
also assigned faculty members as
consultants. They are Miss Janet
Donahue, instructor of Nursing;
Mrs. Charlene Koch, professorial
lecturer; Mrs. Catherine Lawrence,
instructor of Nursing; and Mrs.
Joan Ciemme, asst. professor of
Nursing.

Louise Maresca (GUNS, '72),
member of the Nursing School
Academic Council, said that she
feels the curriculum changes have
been "well-planned and devel
oped." She believes that they

Kingside
Double

Double
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The National Peace Action Coalition
and the Student Mobilization Corn
mittee need people - in machine
room, at switchboard, and for art
work and layout. Living allowances
provided. Apply any day 10-10 1029
Vermont Ave., N.W. (Sth Floor)
638-6601.
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Aim to Improve Environment

Nursing School's Dean Bergeron
Announces Changes In Curricululll

by Harry McFarland
A group of Georgetown students

calling itself the Georgetown Uni
versity Ecology Action League has
gone as far as the Congressional
Record in attempting to improve
the national environment.

Thomas Elliott teen. '71), chair
man of the group, recently wrote
an article for American Labor
magazine dealing with environ
mental problems such as asbestos,
pesticides, chemicals, nuclear power
and enzymes. The article also
discussed legislation on the subject,
principally the "Occupational
Health and Safety Act of 1970."

He said that his research on the
article began with his work for
Common Cause, a citizen's lobby
led by the former Secretary of
Health, Education and Welfare
John Gardner. He added that for
him the article had special signifi
cance for two reasons, first because
he had done construction work
over the summer and had thus seen
some of the hazards himself, and
secondly because his grandfather
and great grandfather, who died in
a mine accident, were coal miners.

Congressman Frank Annunzio
(R-Ill.) placed Elliott's article in the
Congressional Record of January
25, 1971, calling it a "refreshing
example of hard work, constructive
concern and commitment."

Elliott said that the "Occupa
tional Health and Safety Act" has
passed out of committee, but in a

by Fred H. Langbein
Curriculum changes to be im

plemented in the School of Nursing
next year were announced by Sister
Rita Marie Bergeron, O.S.B., dean of
the Nursing School, last week. These
changes, brought about through the
Nursing School's five-year Cur
riculum Project and directed by
Mrs. Loretta Nowakowski, assist
ant professor of Nursing, include
mostly changes in the sequencing of
courses.

The elimination of the nutrition
course and deletion of Introductory
Biology for qualified freshmen was
also announced. The freshman
summer session will also be cancel
led, although a summer session at
the upper class level may be
implemented for major concentra
tion or make-up study. A nursing
course will be implemented in the
freshman year.

Mrs. Nowakowski said that the
new curriculum changes reflect a
philosophy of nursing first set forth
by the curriculum Revision Project,
a federally-funded endeavor in the
second year of its five-year life. The
"knowledge and technological
explosion" in nursing and new
varied settings, she said, have forced
the Nursing School to postulate
health as a goal, a concept away
from previous disease orientation.
The curriculum changes will pro
vide " ...the ability to function
safely and therapeutically as a
professional practitioner and have a
sound educational basis for
continuing growth professionally
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paper as a weekly with heavy
emphasis on off-campus events and
student opinion." He added that
the Voice had no plans to cover
Georgetown sports.

He also said that he hoped the
Voice and The HOYA could co
operate to avoid needless duplica
tion of news. "It is not the goal of
the Voice," Newcombe stated, "to
scoop The HOYA. We hope to
work as two autonomous news
papers working together. George
town can have two excellent
weeklies. "

He cited as an example the
possibility of one paper covering an
immediate story while the other
would provide an in-depth analysis
of the event.

Although the Voice has no more
appropriated funds remaining, New
combe said the paper would "defin
itely continue to publish."

The Voice was founded two
years ago by dissident HOYA staff
members who disagreed with what
they believed to be a conservative
editorial policy. They also sought
to cover off-campus news more
comprehensively.

Published 11 times in its first
year, the Voice appeared biweekly
last year.

The four other Washington
universities each have a single news
paper, with the George Washington
Hatchet publishing twice weekly.
American, Catholic and Howard
Universities all have weeklies.

however, we are going to have a
problem trying to house the 394
transfer students."

A bill prohibiting the comptrol
ler from holding office in any
organization funded by the student
government was passed un
animously by the senate. Pat
O'Brien withdrew his move to
censure Ken Johnson, and Nancy
Kent was able to announce that the
disagreements existing between
comptroller Neil Shankman and
Johnson had been resolved.

The social events committee,
chaired by Rich Berlanti (At-Large
'73), proposed a tentative plan to
sponsor a University get-together in
the Quad on the night of April 24,
to which the entire faculty and
student body would be invited.
Several bands, plus several per
formers from the coffee house
would provide entertainment. Both
the date and the details of the
get-together are tentative; the
proposal was sent back to com
mittee for further investigation.

A motion proposed by President
Roger Cochetti to endorse a request
by the United Farm Workers
Benefit Committee to use Me
Donough Gymnasium for a benefit
concert was defeated. Gary Lanzara
who brought up the original
objection to the proposal, did so on
the grounds that the request did
not concern the student senate.

Governntent

now defunct Viewpoint to the
Voice budget.

The Board of Editors of the
Voice had announced in an edi
torial last week that the paper
would publish "this week and from
now on."

A plan to produce the Voice
weekly would make Georgetown
the only university in Washington
with two weekly newspapers. The
HOYA has been the campus' only
weekly since 1920.

Newcombe noted last week that
the plan to publish weekly was
planned "to institutionalize the

Employment
Part time and/or summer starting
date: April 7th

Jolly Ox restaurants
Waiters, hostesses, cocktail host
esses, busboys, cooks, bartenders,
entertainers.

Above average pay
Hours arranged to fit

your needs
For information and

appointment call;
Allen Bailiff 941-1518

Carl Hays 424-5667

• Preparation for tests required for ad
mission to post-graduate schools

• Six session courses • Small groups
• Voluminous study material for home

study prepared by experts in each
field

Phone Now for LOCAL CLASSES

530-8118
299-8839

STANLEY H. KAPLAN
TUTORING AND GUIDANCE SINCE 1938

1615 E.16tf1 St •• Brooklyn. N.Y.~
(2IZI3~uoa

STANlEY H. KAPlAN. AFFILIATES
.. 8aInoft • ""I...... '="
• w......."" • o.tnwt:

Tire TutofltLgSchool wuh thr NtJtlonwuk Reputation

stack areas in five years.
A library-circulated questionnaire

showed large majorities of faculty
and students are very happy with
staff cooperation and efficiency.
Over 95 percent of the faculty and
88 percent of the students respond
ing said the library staff efficiency
and cooperation were either "excel
lent" or "good."

As the 1500-seat library com
pletes its maiden year in "a new
era," the University community can
look forward to continued growth
and excellence on the part of the
youngest child on the Georgetown
campus.

See Page 3

at the

April 24

Be There

or

Open Bar

Quadrangle

Come Alone

Bring a Date

THE HOYA

Celebrate the

Saturday Night

Rites of Spring

with Friends but

The Georgetown Voice, which
last week announced it would begin
publishing weekly, has been denied
the necessary funding by a 13-8
vote of the student senate.

The Voice's Editor-in-Chief,
Rick Newcombe (Coli. '72), im
mediately stated the intention of
the paper to publish weekly, "no
matter what."

The denial of additional appro
priations came in the form of a
rejection by the student senate of a
plan to transfer $950 from the

Music, Beer,

Voice VOWS to Keep Publishing;
Still Planning Weekly Issues

Georgetown's Library
Entering 'A New Era'

(Continued from Page 3)
staff, another reference librarian,
more funds for purchasing library
materials and working on preserva
tion of the Special Collections and
extended library hours.

A major source of materials is
gifts to the library. Jeffs said
that there's "no doubt that the new
building attracts more gifts, especi
ally in the Special Collections
area." He noted, however, that less
than 20 percent of the books given
to the library are ever used by the
library. The rest are sold or given to
college libraries in underdeveloped
countries.

Staff members are pleased with
their new working conditions. Mrs. H · WEI d
Gertrude Chartrorie, a secretary in ouslng oes xp ore
the administrative offices of the
library, voiced the sentiments of B S d
~an~ when she said she appreciated y In ent
, having the extra space. In the old
build!ng we had so 1it~le ~pace, and (Continued from Page 3)
the Views here are so mce, the search for housing. The com-

An~ by a~d large facu~ty mem- mission is drawing up a list of all
bers With offices on the fH~t floor sophomores and juniors presently
have be~n pl~asantly surprised at living off campus in order to
the relative quiet of the area. Many determine if they will continue to
noted. that ~hey had not expected live in the same units next year. All
to enJOY th~H new qua~ters because seniors who are living off-campus
SO few offices had windows, but are being contacted with regard to
m.ost are now please? Those ?~fices the availability of their housing.
Will be converted lOto additiOnal Commenting on the outlook for

next year, Kenyon said "It looks
like we are going to be able to
house all the people who are now
part of the University community.

***

You'd think that with all the progress we've made in the educa
tion game, somebody would have found a cure for roommates by now.
But no. Roommates remain as big a problem today as they were when
Ethan Mather founded the first American college.

(Incidentally, despite what you've heard, Harvard was not the
first American college. Mr. Mather started his institution almost 100
years earlier. And it was quite an institution, let me tell you! Mr.
Mather built schools of liberal arts, fine arts, animal dentistry and
flintlock repair. He built a covered stadium for lacrosse that seated
200,000. Everywhere on campus was emblazoned the stirring Latin
motto CAVE MUSSI-"Watch out for moose." The student union
contained four bowling alleys, 21 horoscope machines and a 97-chair
barbershop.

(It was the barbershop, alas, that brought Mr. Mather's college
to an early and total end. The student body, alas, then as now, con
sidered haircuts an Establishment hangup, and nobody set foot in the
barbershop. The chief barber, Truscott Follicle by name, grew so de
pressed staring at 87 empty chairs that one day his mind finally gave
way. Seizing his vibrator, he ran outside and shook the entire campus
until it crumpled to dust. This later became known as "Pickett's
Charge.")

But I digress. We were exploring ways for you and your roommate
to stop hating each other. This is admittedly no easy task, and yet it
is not impossible if you will both bend a bit, give a little.

I remember, for example, my own college days (Berlitz, '08). My
roommate was, I think you will allow, even less agreeable than most.
He was a Tibetan named Ringading whose native customs, while in
disputably colorful, were not entirely endearing. Mark you, I didn't
mind so much the gong he struck on the hour or the string of fire
crackers he ignited on the half-hour. I didn't even mind that he singed
chicken feathers during his prayers at dawn and dusk. What I did
mind was that he singed them in my hat.

To be fair, he was not totally taken with some of my habits either
-especially my hobby. (I collect airplane tires and had, at that time,
nearly 400,000 of them in our room.)

Well sir, things grew steadily cooler between Ringading and me,
and they might actually have reached the breaking point had not we
each happened to receive a package from home one day. Ringading
opened his package first, smiled shyly at me and offered me a gift.

"Thank you," I said. "What is it?"
"Yak butter," he said. "You put it in your hair. In Tibet we call

it qree see kidstuff."
"Well now, that's mighty friendly," I said and offered him a gift

from my package.
"Thank yOU," he said. "What is it'?"
"A can of Miller High Life Beer," I said.
"I will try it at once;' he said and did.
"Not bad," he said.
"It is even better when you open the can," I said and showed

him how.
He consumed it forthwith. "Wowdow!" he cried. "Never have I

known such mellowness, smoothness, amberness and generalized
euphoria!"

"Have another," I said.
"Oh, I must not!" he cried. "Obviously a beverage of such splen

dor is made only for rare occasions and is therefore difficult to obtain
and costly beyond the reckoning of it."

"Ha, ha, the joke is on you," I said. "Miller High Life is brewed
every single day by plain decent folks just like you and me and is avail
able everywhere at a price well within the most modest of budgets."

"Golly," he said. "Sort of makes a man feel humble."
"Yes, don't it?" I said.
Then silently we clasped hands, friends at last. I am proud to say

we remain friends to this day. We exchange cards each Christmas and
each Fourth of July, firecrackers.

We, the plain decent folks who brew Miller High Life Beer for plain
decent folks like you, also bring you this plain decent column every week
through the school year.

!
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Kennedy, Proxmire, Cranston
To Speak at Area Conference

CALLIOPE
XII

I Lost It
At

The Movies

and conservative of the three.
"Entitled Abortion: The Myths,
the Realities, and the Arguments
(Corpus, $12.50; paperback,
$6.95), his study is reported to be a
"contemporary exposition of the
traditional Roman Catholic stand
against all abortions. "

Prof. Grisez is known among the
university community for his
staunch views on abortion, but also
as one highly articulate and willing
to expound upon careful moralistic
arguments. His course in General
Ethics carefully outlines a founda
tion for a moral theory and
examined the ramifications of ethi
cal systems. Concern for life is an
all pervading perspective in Grisez'
view, a perspective which often
finds its culmination in the abor
tion controversy.

Born in Cleveland, Grisez
received his A.B. from John Carroll
University in 1951. Also in 1951 he
was awarded his M.A. and Ph.L.
from Dominican College of St.
Thomas Aquinas and in 1959
received his Ph.D. from the Univer
sity of Chicago.

Commenting on the book, Gri
sez said, "Basically, what I'm doing
is trying to provide kind of a hand
book-something useful to people
in a legislative, ethical or theo
logical process."

Grisez generally agreed with
TIME's assessment of the book as
conservative "in a certain sense,"
but he added that it is very liberal
in another sense in that it seeks to
extend preservation of life. He
disagrees totally, however, wtih the
notion that his book takes a
primarily jurisprudential outlook
on abortion.

"As a matter of fact," Grisez
said, "I was criticized in Osserva
tore Romano for departing from
the traditional Church outlook on
the issue."

Grisez said that the TIME article
points up the fact that there is a
growing reaction shaping up against
abortion, and that it is not strictly a
Catholic one.

Dr. Grisez stressed that the issue
of abortion has nothing at all to do
with the problem of sexual moral
ity. He said that it is not a question
of whether or not one wants to
fornicate with one's girlfriend or
boyfriend. A closer analogy, he
said, would be the question of
whether or not we should have
slaughtered the indians. He con
cluded with the observation that as
long as people confuse sexual
morality with the issue of abortion,
mistaken attitudes towards both
questions will continue.

"Dr. Germain Grisez, Professor of Philosophy, is cited in this weak's
issue of TIME magazine for his new book Abortion' The Myths, the
Realities, and the Arguments. (Photo by YDB)
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Cited in TIME

GU's Grisez on Abortion
Georgetown University Professor

of Philosophy Germain Grisez is
named by this week's issue of Time
magazine as one of three authors
who have composed important and
comprehensive studies upon the
question of abortion.

The article states that Dr. Grisez'
book is "the most single-minded

We can't just put military money
into welfare, people have to be
retrained. We learned that last year
when a cut-back on defense created
unemployment havoc. At times like
that, the little man has to pay with
his job for economy; the lofty ideal
of peace could do the same for
him."

When the conference is over, the
large task of publicising its results
will begin. Some organizations have
planned to Video-tape the pro
ceedings and use the tapes for
educational purposes. Follow-up
newsletters and texts of the pro
ceedings will be sent to participants
and all interested parties.

Administration reaction to the
conference has not been enthusias
tic. Presumably, the conference will
take place with little Administra
tion support, but with no open
opposition. "The Nixon Adminis
tration is not exactly favorable to
the conference," Miss Hawkinson
stated, "mainly because they say
they have their own plan for
economic conversion. But we hope
by the conference at least to have
the Administration re-think its own
policy. "

tor," although there happen to be
more Democrats than Republicans
involved. I don't think we will find
answers per se, or a definite
program we think should be imple
mented; what we want is an
exposure of all the problems and a
bringing to the fore of all the issues
of economic conversion. We would
like to direct national attention to
this conference, not because of any
solutions we might turn up, but
more so because of the whole
general problem facing us and the
entire nation with the winding
down of the war."

Planning of the conference has
coincided with the emergence of
bills by Dems. Kennedy and Me
Govern. Both the conference and
the bills reflect, in Miss Hawkin
son's words, "apprehension of the
Nixon administration's reluctance
to wind down the war possibly
because of a lack of other beneficial
spending programs than that of
military spending."

"Economic conversion is more
complicated than one might think,"
explained Miss Hawkinson. "It is
not so easy as to re-appropriate
money from the Pentagon to HUD.

by Tom Olp
A conference on Economic Con

version will meet March 31 and
April 1 at the Senate Auditorium
on Capitol Hill in an effort to raise
issues and gain attention to the
problems of an economic con
version from a war time to a peace
time economy. Notable speakers
will include Sens. Edward M.
Kennedy (D-Mass.), William Prox
mire (D-Wisc.), George McGovern
(D-Minn.), Alan Cranston (D
Calif.), and Rep. Bradford Morse
(R-Mass.), who will attempt to
highlight the need for a national
program for economic conversion.

The conference will be divided
into panel discussions, each con
cerning a separate issue of eco
nomic conversion. Key items for
discussion will include: the ques
tion of defense establishment con
version; the role of the federal
government in conversion, notably
its obligation toward the retraining
of men now in military positions;
and general problems involved in
economic conversion.

"The Conference attempts to be
nonpartisan," explained Jackie
Hawkinson, a Conference coordina-



discussion featuring Burt Jackson,
Training Officer at the Small
Business Guidance and Develop
ment Center, Howard University;
Edward O'Brien, a partner at the
Rogue and Jar Pub; Gregory
Timourian, a partner of Bay Craft;
and Fred Week, the manager of the
Wine and Cheese Shop. These men
discussed the problems peculiar to
their respective firms, and ex
plained the legal, financial and
marketing aspects of their shops.
The students' received candid in
formation about pricing policies,
personnel, red-tape and mistakes
which occurred during the firms'
early days. Mr. Jackson, in partic
ular, cautioned them about embark
ing upon a venture without a plan
of action. He noted that most small
businessmen violate this principle
and, as a result, statistics show that
about 50% of the small businesses
fold within two years of their
opening. Overall, however, the
panelists conveyed a bright picture
for the independent, adventurous
type. Regarding the unstable
economic conditions, they felt a
small business servicing the public
could survive and prosper as long as
the firm had a unique product or
service at the right price.

The second part of the program
focused on the problems the small
business encounters as it grows
beyond a one shop operation. The
Forum did this by using as case
example one very successful area
entrepreneurial firm, Hechinger's. Mr.
John Hechinger, president of the
privately held firm, detailed the
early history of the company and
then commented on the problems
of expansion, decentralization and
pricing.

Paul J. Manafort, SBA '71, was
the Forum Chairman and Christian
J. Hoffmann, SBA assistant dean,
acted as the faculty Forum Co
ordinator.

New Hot Line
Commencing
Operations

(Continued from Page 3)
from 5:00 p.m. to 9:00 a.m. and
from 5 p.m, Friday to 9:00 a.m.
Monday. Headquarters are located
in New South Lobby. Hot Line is
open on a small scale to drop-ins as
well as to callers. Describing the
state of Hot Line's office, Potocki
used just two words, "we need." He
expressed gratitude to the Office of
Student Development through
which furniture from the physical
plant has been ordered, and added
that support from student govern
ment may be enlisted to subsidize
this expenditure. Students are also
welcome to bring in helpful items
to the now barren drop-in center.
He claimed that posters, rugs and a
radio are especially needed.

McCabe concluded, "We are
only as effective as the student
body will make us be. Our success
will be determined solely by the
number of people that we can
help." Hot Line's two telephone
numbers are 625-4194 and
625-4195.

SBA Hosts Forum
As a part of its two year old

Forum Series, Georgetown
University School of Business
Administration sponsored a Forum
on the Entrepreneurial Business on
Tuesday, March 16, 1971. It
emphasized the opportunities,
techniques and expertise that are
necessary to start a small business
and, in particular, a small business
in the Washington area.

The program was divided into
two parts. The first was a panel

Rostrum

Scott Friedman (Coli. '73) reported that an expanded program of
parietals will be put into effect "as soon as physically possible" pending
the vote of the University Board of Directors. (Photo by Pat Early)
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Topic: Small Businesses

(Continued from Page 4)

Government and the Univeristy Housing Office. Four
Senators, (Bill Ostan, Mike Connelly, John Dzurick and
Steve Serra) sit as members and two members of the
Housing Office's Staff (Peggy Jo Parros and Steve Mallott)
sit as ex-officio members. A committee of volunteers has
already been formed to assist the Commission, however
many more students are needed. Your aid is needed now if
the housing problem is not going to be a housing crisis.
Please contact the Commission through the Student
Government offices (basement of Healy) if you can help.

Roger Cochetti
President, Undergraduate Student Body

THE HOYA

Address _

Name _

Stale' -LZip _

City' _

Summer Sessions

Room 15C, College Hall

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19104

UNIVERSITY of
PENNSYLVANIA

PI~K·A·PROJfCIIHI~ SUMMfR
Reachout, expandyour world of people
and ideas at the University of Pennsyl
vania Summer Sessions. Over 290
courses, from Archaeology to Zoology,
offer credit toward an undergraduate,
graduate or professional degree.

For complete information. mail this
coupon today.
o First Session: May 24 to July 2

o Second Session: July 6 to Aug.13

fellow students."
The report did not specify any

uniform policy or universal parietal
system. Pending the results of the
Board's vote, the expanded pro
gram will be put into effect "as
soon as physically possible" said
Scott Friedman, (CoIl. '73) a
student member of the committee.
The committee will review and
comment on the proposals of the
individual House Councils for the
expanded parietal program.

The hour-long presentation also
included a recommendation for an
Evaluation Committee to "review
the new rationale and practice over
one year" of expanded parietals. If
the Student Life Committee's
recommendation of an expanded
parietal program is accepted, this
Evaluation Committee will be
formed and will report to the
March, 1972 meeting of the Board
of Directors. The nine-member
committee would be composed of
two faculty members appointed by
the president of the faculty senate;
two students appointed by the
president of the student body; two
students appointed by the Univer
sity President; two Board members
appointed by the Chairman of the
Board; and one ex-officio member
of the Committee on Student Life.

Copies of the parietal surveys
taken during March of all on
campus residents (53 percent of the
undergraduate population) were
included with the report. These
surveys were used to gather student
opinion on expanded parietal pro
grams. A freshman parietal proposal
was also included. This proposal
would allow the freshmen during
the course of the first semester to
experience several parietal systems,
ultimately voting on parietal policy
for each floor independently.

Formed in February, 1971, the
Student Life Policy Committee is
composed of five student represen
tatives: Scott Friedman, Mark Ken
yon (CoIl. '74), Ken Johnson (ColI.
'73), Angela Haberek (GUNS '74)
and Joe Ciancaglini (ColI. '73);
three faculty representatives: Dr.
Andrew J. Chiarodo (Biology), Mrs.
Melba Anger (Nursing) and Dr. Roy
Godson (Government); and two
representatives of the administra
tion: the Rev. Royden B. Davis,
S.J., dean of the College and
Robert J. Dixon, director for
student activities. The Committee
is chaired by Vice-President for
Student Life Patricia Rueckel.

behavioral, and social experience
commensurate with the develop
ment of a student's self-determina
tion and increased responsibility."
The Middle States Evaluation re
port "seems to imply that the
increasing responsibility of the
student to himself and to his fellow
student should be the focal point of
new policy."

With this in mind, the Student
Life Committee report indicates
that the "student's desire to create
a maximum of living policy for
himself and his fellow student is
consistent with his request for an
expanded parietal program." This
desire to see the "parietal programs
develop equally with the other
aspects of academic and student life
within the University" must be seen
in the light of the Georgetown
student's proven "sense of individu
ality and greater sense of responsi
bility. "

In closing, the Committee report
recommends that the Georgetown
student be allowed to "further
demonstrate his awareness of his
position in society as a mature
Christian and as a moral individual
capable of responsible actions in
the regulation of his own inter
personal relationships, cultivating
his respect for the rights of his
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Reminiscent of the nineteen twenties. This trim
tapered Gant shirt. With a flamboyant big collar
that keeps its composure right through the day.
Thanks to a new Gant stay. Tailored with singular
precision in a "no iron" Fortrel polyester-cotton.
Exuberant colorings. $13

EsTABLISHED 1930

(Continued from Page 1)
quent changes in other student life
areas.

Parietal regulations and inter
visitation policy should be con
sidered within the "larger sphere of
student participation in a growing
educational environment." The
Georgetown University self-analysis
for the Middle States Evaluation
team regards the increase of student
self-determination as a "key com
ponent" in the process of Univer
sity reform.

The Evaluation Report states
that "creating a 'climate of learn
ing,' " is a major parietal responsi
bility of Georgetown. By this
"climate of learning," students can
experiment with "behavior, values,
and a philosophy of life, resulting
in developing character values such
as integrity, concern and respect for
others, tolerance, and religious
sensitivity." "Taking responsi
bility" and "thinking creatively and
critically" result in the develop
ment of "leadership traits" and a
"developing maturity and self
understanding."

What is the relationship of the
University to its students today?
Confronting this problem, the re
port states that the policy of
parietals is a "shared educational,

Freer Parietal Policy Urged
In CD Committee Report

Georgetown University Shop
36th & N Streets, N.W.

337-8100

Store Hours: 9:30 to 6 Daily, including Saturdays.
Free Parking on our Lot middle of our block on 36th Street.

Other Gant Shirts $9.50

Gant Neckwear $10.00

other Neckwear $5 $6.50 $7.50

Keats has a big, bold collar.
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Sigholtz Pro, Rienzo Con
Thursday, March 25, 1971

·Need' Scholarships Pose Problem

Year-Round Conditioning Ends,
Rowers Open Against Princeton

'1.6' Complications

Rienzo would go along, but he
warns "the University, the students
and the alumni better forget about
winning." He fears that the door
would be open not only for
unscrupulous coaches, but non
NCAA colleges as well.

To Coach Rienzo sports is a
"mirror of society-a microcosm
of the world," and in a "capitalistic
society as the United States I don't
think it would be right. Perhaps it
would be the thing to do in a
socialistic society."

Even if a financial need stipula
tion is enacted on athletic aid,
Rienzo does not see how it could
be enforced. He points to the
present 1.6 NCAA ruling which
states that a student is ineligible for
inter-collegiate competition if his
index falls below that mark.

Rienzo clains that many go
against it, and the NCAA "lacks the
ability and the power to enforce
it." While Georgetown abides by all
such rulings, many prestigious
institutions do not.

He points out that athletes
would flock to schools in the
NAIA, ignoring the more prestigous
NCAA institutions. All concede
that reform will not come easily.
Georgetown can take comfort that
her problems are shared by most of
her competitors, to a greater or
lesser degree.

Many believe that the present
position of sports makes any newer,
more just proposals an absurdity.
Yet it is obvious some reform must
come, for colleges can no longer
carry their present financial burden.

Still, the skeptics remain. As
Georgetown's Rienzo pessimistical
ly put it, "Boys will be boys, men
will be men, and people will want
to win." But the question remains,
is winning worth it?

ersity of Washington. This marks
Georgetown's first IRA Regatta.

Meanwhile, the Hoya light
weights again will be rowing their
usual EARC opponents and open
the season at Philadelphia against
Penn and Rutgers on April 3. The
following week the Skinnies also
compete in the Cherry Blossom
Regatta against crews such as St.
Joe's, Marietta, Virginia Common
wealth University. In Washington
April 17 will see the lights going
against a good Navy shell, while a
week later the Hoyas will return to
Philadelphia for a race against Penn
and Princeton.

Princeton, the third-place
finisher last year at the Eastern
Sprints, and with many oarsmen
returning should be even better
than last year. May 1 finds the
Hoyas in New Brunswick, N.J., to
race against Columbia and Rutgers.

The season ends for the light
weights on May 8 when they will
compete in the Eastern Sprints at
Worcester, and try to improve on
their seventh-place finish of a year
ago. This may be difficult as
Harvard, Yale, and Princeton lost
very few oarsmen from the boats
which finished 1-2-3 and six of
Georgetown's eight oarsmen are
departed through graduation or
injuries.

However. Coach Bob Spangen
berg has had the oarsmen putting In
many miles on the water and the
entire season is being geared for an
improved performance at the
Sprints, which, in essence, are the
lightweight national championships.
This day of races is what the whole
season has been aimed towards.

Collegiate Athletic Conference)
have both attempted such a plan
independently but found it un
workable.

Rienzo cannot see how the plan
will save universities any money. He
sees only an added problem in
recruitment. "Now, not only will
coaches have to look for talented
athletes, but will have to find poor
ones as well."

Coach Rienzo criticizes the
proposal as being inherently unfair.
He sees athletic aid as a "reward for
a talent," and sees a financial need
requirement as a "punishment for
those who scrimp and save and then
must put their children through
college."

The Ivy League currently has
such a rule, but the fact remains
that all Ivy schools do not abide by
it. Rienzo wryly commented, "Sure
they operate on the basis of need,
'How much we need them'."

If Georgetown decided to at
tempt the financial need proposal,

heavies will meet Saint Joseph's, the
defending Dad Vail Champs, on the
Potomac.

Back again at home the follow
ing Saturday will be the Third
Annual Cherry Blossom Regatta
which will feature the Hoyas, St.
Joe's, Marietta, and the University
of Virginia. On April 17, the
heavies travel to Syracuse to take
on the Orangemen and the Univer
sity of Massachusetts.

Back on the road a week later,
the Hoyas are traveling to Ohio to
face the always-tough Marietta
crews of Ralph Lindenrood.

May 1 finds the heavies at home
for the DC Area Regatta of which
they are the defending champions
for the third year in a row.

The Hoyas next return to
Philadelphia in an attempt to regain
their Dad Vail Title which they
narrowly lost to St. Joe's last year
after taking the last two straight.
The Hoyas are, however, defending
the overall point trophy for the
second consecutive year. This ends
the heavyweight "small college"
competition; the rowers now enter
into a month's preparation for the
most difficult portion of their
racing schedule.

On June 11 takes the heavy
weights to Annapolis to race
"major collegiate" powers Wiscon
sin and Navy. This race will be the
final tune up before the Inter
scholastic Rowing Association
Regatta in Syracuse June 17
through 19, which is for the
National Collegiate Championship.
Here the Hoyas will face such crews
as Penn, Princetown, Dartmouth,
and defending champion, the Univ-

Rienzo's Opposed

schools in the NCAA go to it all
would be fine." He recognizes the
impracticali ty of Georgetown
making this innovative move uni
laterally.

Yet the fact remains that there
would be much cheating if such a
rule would go into effect. Sigholtz
realizes this, and stated that "if I
knew that someone was cheating I
would not play them." The Colonel
cited the recent termination of
competition between GU and
Federal City College because of
their unethical practices.

According to Gildea, Ted
Bredehoft, wrestling coach and
assistant athletic director at
Arizona State, believes that "there
won't be any more cheating than
what's going on now."

Track Coach Frank Rienzo takes
strong opposition to such a plan.
The Big Ten and the ECAC (Eastern

honing and refining techniques.
The semester-break-trip to

Florida was originated nearly four
years ago when former heavyweight
coach Tony Johnson brought the
heavies down to Rollins College in
Orlando, Florida in order to get in
time on the water before the
Potomac broke.

This year the lightweight varsity
and Coach Bob Spangenberg spent
ten days at Rollins and rowed two
mile practices each day.

On Saturday, the heavies face
Princeton for their first race and
from the looks of things on the
river, Coach Frank Benson has his
squad ready to row a competitive
race. The following weekend, the
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sports," and the "present competi
tion is geared to the number of
scholarships. "

The solution, to Sigholtz, would
be simple. "If the scholarships are
adjusted, we'd just adjust the
schedules. "

Frank Rienzo, Georgetown's
second-year track mentor, does not
see the problem as being so simple.
He feels the present emphasis on
winning demands a concentration
of scholarship aid. He realized that
"the University must establish
priorities," but a policy of wide
distribution of limited funds would
only "result in mediocrity."

Both Sigholtz and Rienzo point
to tradition and popularity as the
reason for the present emphasis on
basketball, baseball and track.

Yet the inequities remain in the
eyes of many. A discontented
member of Georgetown's crew
team questioned the "priorities that
give cleaned uniforms and equip
ment to the scholarship and non
scholarship members of the track
team, while members of crew must
personally pay dues, supply their
own uniforms, and pay their
travelling expenses while represent
ing Georgetown in competition."

Similar complaints were made
by members of lacrosse, sailing and
other so-called "minor" sports.

The NCAA is currently investiga
ting methods to cut costs for its
participating members. The most
controversial proposal was to
change the requirements for
athletic scholarships to base aid on
financial need.

Columnist William Gildea of the
Washington Post points out that the
proposal did not "grow out of any
altruistic motives, but purely
practical ones." Colleges are now
beginning to realize that they must
curtail expenses sharply.

Col. Sigholtz saluted the idea of
scholarships based on financial need
as "wonderful." He feels that if "all

by Mike Litton
The Hoya rowers return to the

water this Saturday in a 'heavies'
race at Princeton. Climaxing six
months of intensive training and
practice, the team is reportedly set
for action.

This year, in addition to the
usual preparation phases, two
additions have been added. A
two-man rowing tank has been
constructed and a semester-break
trip to Florida was renewed after a
three-year dormancy.

The tank now has made it
possible for an oarsman and his
coach to gain both many hours of
remedial practice and time for
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Basketball Dominant

by Bob Hayes
Headline Editor

There is much talk among
collegiate athletic departments
concerning the need for new ruling
policies because of the present
financial problems besetting higher
education. Georgetown University
shares the national problems
because of its financial woes, and
there is talk among alumni and
students that its policy should be
altered.

All sports at Georgetown
operate at a deficit. Col. Robert
Sigholtz, athletic director at
Georgetown, foresees no change in
this policy becuase of present
facilities. While basketball would be
the most obvious activity to raise
funds, Sigholtz points out that "in
this gymnasium we could never
make a -profit."

The Athletic department current
ly spends $124,625 on scholarships
alone. This is a relatively small
figure compared with most of the
schools Georgetown competes with.
Georgetown attempts to compen
sate for this by concentrating schol
arships in three sports.

Basketball dominates athletic
scholarships with 17 full (room,
board, tuition and laundry money)
scholarships. The track team has
15% full scholarships; baseball has
12 tuition scholarships.

The various coaches have the
right to break up the scholarships,
and give several athletes partial aid,
instead of one full grant-in-aid.

Alumni discontent has been
evidenced concerning the distribu
tion of scholarships among the
various sports. In a letter to Col.
Sigholtz, alumnus Sanford R.
Mautner, active in the recruitment
of student athletes for Georgetown,
asked, "Why have only three sports
been selected to receive scholarship
assistance when the alumni, stu
dents and faculty have indicated an
interest in the other sports?"

Sigholtz has forwarded this
letter to the Athletic Board which
studies the appropriation of funds
for each activity. The nine-man
board, composed of Sigholtz,
Assistant Dean Burgess of SFS,
faculty members and students,
makes recommendations to Dr.
Patricia Reuckel, vice president for
student development.

Sigholtz explained the present
philosophy of the Athletic depart
ment as one which can involve the
most number of students. He is
proud of the present "comprehen
sive intramural and intercollegiate
program at Georgetown."

Sigholtz is not adverse to an
alteration in the present scholarship
distribution, but wants "GU to give
a representative performance in all
inter-collegiate activities they
participate in."

The athletic director noted that
"students and alumni need a
favorable image of Georgetown

Following months of practices in everything ranging from a rowing tank to Florida's beaches, the crew team is
about to begin its season with a match against the Princeton Tigers. Major goals of Bob Spangenberg's oarsmen
include an improved performance in the Eastern Sprints and the recapturing of the Dad Vail title.
(Photo courtesy of Ye Domesday Booke)



Georgetown's lacrosse team opened the season on a down note, being devastated 19-6 by the University of
Maryland's Baltimore campus squad. A good second-half recovery by the Hoyas does reflect some hope for the
future, however. (Photo by Moses Albert)

Overthe Bounding Main
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by Don Walsh
Sports Editor

The Knights of Columbus annual high school
tournament came off down in McDonough last weekend,
as that grand old gym was treated to a rare glimpse of
some sort of worthwhile, occasionally-well-played, basket
ball. However, a disturbing thought did emerge.

This thought was the simple fact that the powers-that
be in Student Development had allowed this little event to
come off while, at the same time, they had denied
permission to the sponsors of the Inter-High tourney to
use McDonough for their contests. While Inter-High may
not have the connections that the illustrious Knights of
Columbus have with the Jebbies, the facts remain that last
year, the University received a great deal of praise from the
Washington community for housing the same league
tourney that we turned our backs on this year.
Community relations have certainly been hurt since
control of the gym went from the Colonel (D.Ed.) to
Mama Rueckel. It seems likely that a continuation of the
Inter-High festival here would have greatly aided not only
our community relations, but also Jack Magee's recruiting.
Now both have suffered, and for no good reason.

********All this mundane matter aside, it was fun going once
again to a high school tournament. You almost forget the
old cheers, which only change with the name of the school
or its particular team. The animal section will never be the
same after its occupation by contingents of Newburgh and
McKinley rooters-either one alone could have drowned
out the pride of Georgetown with room to spare. Even
Chicago, wherever that is, -sent a motley crew to cheer on
Mount Cannel and Gordon Tech, both of which lost on
the first round.

And there was plenty of that good, old-fashioned, high
school humor provided by the peculiar breed of humanity,
the high school coach. Everyone of them.are self-ordained
loons, or have at least applied for that singular distinction.
Every year they seem to come up with a status symbol,
whether it's a "jam drill" or a new cheerleader routine that
no one else has ever seen.

Joe Williams, the debonair ex-Jacksonville-and-now
Furman-coach, gave his high school colleagues the idea for
their yearly distinction through his ideas of what the
successful coach should wear. Joe astounded the NCAA's
last year with his modes of dress, ranging from the
ridiculous to the outlandish. Naturally, every high school
and preppie coach in the nation rushed to imitate him. The
results were on display at McDonough last week-its
enough to make one like Magee's sweats.

The coaches didn't only dress strangely, they acted
rather oddly at times, too. Some fool, purporting to be the
coach of Gordon Tech, actually got so infuriated at a ref's
assessment of a technical on one of his protege's that he
went after the official and was assessed four or five techs
himself before his assistants were able to drag him off the
field and back into the dressing room, to whence he had
been consigned. It would have been merely amusing,
except for the fact that Gordon, which had been behind
by 14, had at this point closed to within three and had the
ball. After the technicals were shot, all successfully,
Gordon could never close the gap and went down to
defeat. Amazing, these coaches.

Speaking of obscenity in sports, the things people say
when engaged in athletic competition would astound their
fans it they could hear them. With the noise in
McDonough last weekend, no one could possibly hear
Gordon Tech's whiz berate the official, but his words can be
imagined. Every so often, though, fans are shocked beyond
recognition when TV mikes pick up a quick expletive from
Arnie (upon missing a three-footer) or Willis (catching
an elbow under the hoop).

There have been some noticeable nationally-televised
bloopers over the past season. Fans coast-to-coast were
enthralled during the Oakland-Detroit Thanksgiving game
when, as a ref paced off a penalty, someone hollered into a
mike "hey, watch where you're putting that blanking ball,
you blank-blankets." Or when my number-one-favorite
broadcaster, "Dandy" Don Meredith, commented while
observing Dallas' unfavorable field position (on its own
three), "If I were in there, I know what play I'd call.
Sugar, I could hit a 97-yard bomb and get my name in the
record books." All of which is ok, except, for the benefit
of the national viewers, he didn't say sugar.

And it waren't shoot, either.

OR The BeRch
THE BOrA

strength. The team consensus
seems to be that if the team could
have gotten it together earlier, as
they did in the second half, it
would have been a different game.
Midfielder Barry Katz, playing the
entire game, found the experience
invaluable: "I learned a lot. The
real game experience should help
me improve my game quite a bit."

The lacrosse team's next outing
is at the University of North
Carolina, Chapel Hill, on Saturday,
March 27. With the knowledge that
the team can jell and can put it all
together, they may give their next
adversary a match.
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Skipper Candy Ross

born in a boat?
Radcliffe has won the past three years and they'll be
tough to beat. Georgetown will also meet Radcliffe in
the 'Tiger Bowl Regatta' at Princeton but even if we
don't win there, the competition will be good
practice for the Nationals. "

Candy, as well as the rest of the Georgetown
sailors, is excited about the purchase of the three new
420's for next fall.. "It's about time we got new
boats. I really think this will increase participation in
sailing at Georgetown. I feel that the interest has
always been there, but people got turned off because
of the condition of our equipment."

There are certain disadvantages for a team which
has no decent boats. First of all, they are unable to
host regattas. They also cannot offer any kind of
pleasure sailing. Teaching is hampered by the number
and condition of the boats, so, as moderator Madeline
Disario commented, "We are limited to being a
traveling, racing team."

"With new boats we can probably also interest
other schools in the area," said Candy, "and they
could help in buying boats. With that kind of
participation, we could really get something started."

goals by Scott Purvis, and single
goals by Pat Flannigan and Phil
Cosgrove, with an assist credited to
Mark Welsh.

With the defensive game jelling
in the second half, Kip Altman
consistently kept his man from
scoring. The goalie, freshman Alex
Haig, also doubles on the soccer
team. After a two-year layoff since
high school, Alex did extremely
well against a barrage of shots in
both halves. His performance
prompted Coach John Feely to
remark that Alex is "very promising"
and that in future games he should
be looked to as a source of team

Sportra;t: Candy Ross
Thursday, March 25, 1971

by Mary Pat Michel
During the last meeting of the Middle Atlantic

Association of Women's Sailors in February, MAAWS
again elected a Georgetown student to the office of
President for the coming year. Junior nurse Candy
Ross will succeed senior Betsy Rugg, who has served
as MAAWS President for the past year.

Candy, who will take office with the Champion
ships in April, has now acquired several duties
involving women's sailing in the Middle Atlantic area.
As president, Candy will preside over the annual
MAAWS meeting, and at that time organize and
schedule the MAAWS regattas. The officers must
generally promote and coordinate sailing in the
member schools throughout the year. Also, every few
years, MAAWS must host the Women's Nationals, as
they did last year.

At the annual meetings schools are either
admitted or dropped from the membership, depend
ing on their participation or lack thereof during the
year. During the coming year, Candy would like to
see more schools join MAAWS and more reactivated,
creating a greater level of participation and larger
regattas.

Candy began her career in sailing at a very young
age. "I think I was born in a boat," she commented.
Candy started taking lessons at age eight and
continued for nine years. From Noroton, Connecti
cut, she belonged to the Junior Yacht Racing
Association on Long Island Sound and spends all her
summers sailing in regattas. Candy feels that anyone
who has sailed on the Sound is ready for any kind of
conditions, and wishes that everyone could have that
preparation. Candy has also taught sailing for four
years and is presently Head Instructor at the Norwalk
Yacht Club.

Candy is not the first Georgetown sailor in her
family. When her father was at Georgetown, he
founded and served as Commodore of the Sailing
Team. The team was disbanded during the War, but
was continued shortly thereafter on to the present.

Candy has participated in Georgetown sailing since
she was a freshman. In her first year she won the
Women's Championships and now is co-captain of the
women's team and skipper of the "A" team. Candy is
hopeful about the spring season and the Champs this
year. "I think we will win the Championships. We will
probably run into trouble at the Nationals, though.

by Gerry Maroseh
The Hoya Stickmen were routed

19-6 last Saturday in their first
outing of the season, played against
the University of Maryland (Balti
more Campus).

The Hoyas' game, played under
the adverse conditions of a wet
field and an unseasonal snow flurry,
proved to be a good test of their
ability to pick up a lagging game
and statistically win the second
half.

With no scoring by the Hoyas in
the first half, co-captain Pat Me
Ardle, who played an outstanding
game overall, spurred the scoring
with two goals, followed with two

UMBCCrunches Laxmen:
2nd Half Shows Promise

ft.
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Sal1ing Begins Here Saturday;
NationalChances Look Good

McKinley Wins
K of C Tourney

semi-finals in the NCAA champion
ships last fall, will scrimmage
Georgetown just before the season
opens.

Next year's schedule will be
difficult. However, according to
several players, there is now a team
spirit which has been lacking for
quite a while. This, plus a new
willingness to work, implies to
Kennedy that next year may be a
successful one for the Hoyas' soccer
team.

teams. As Georgetown athletics
became more sophisticated Coach
Nolan moved back into his spec
ialty and coached baseball solely.

Nolan is pleased with the way
things have gone for him at
Georgetown and is convinced that
Hoya baseball is on the way up. For
the past two years he has been
given three "tuition grant" scholar
ships annually and hasn't felt the
financial squeeze plaguing so many
of McDonough's inhabitants.

"Georgetown has always given
me whatever I needed," Nolan
asserted. "The administration has
always stayed behind baseball and
helped to provide for better
players. In fact if I continue to get
the three annual tuition grants I
won't even want much more aid."

The current upswing of George
town's football team gives added
encouragement to the baseball
coach who notes, "The best years
of Georgetown baseball were those
when the school had a good
football team. Athletes attracted to
one sport often play others well
too, and further sharpen their sense
of competition." Nolan has always
encouraged his players to partic
ipate in other sports, rather than
grow "soft and lazy" in the off
season.

Sunday Nolan's nine travel to
Catholic University to play the first
game of a grueling schedule includ
ing such heavies as Maryland,
Delaware and the ever potent Navy.
The coach's prediction, "It will
depend on the pitching; 80 percent
of this game depends on the action
on the mount."

Baseball's Here
Nolan Looks Up

next fall at left wing. Tony Giraldi
and Gary Lanzara played their usual
strong game at halfback.

Coach Paul Kennedy is looking
forward to next year, to a better
team, and to some new teams on
the schedule. Kennedy, trying to
develop competition between other
Catholic schools, has added Vil
lanova and St. Peter's to next year's
schedule, as well as retaining
nationally-ranked Maryland and
Navy. Howard, who went to the

by Bob Brechheimer
This Sunday marks the opening

of another season for Georgetown's
oldest sport. Baseball has been
played on the Hilltop, interschol
astically, for over a hundred years.
No small part of them have been
under the considerable influence of
the sport's present coach, Thomas
Nolan.

Coach Nolan, a graduate of
D.C.'s Eastern High School, is a
Georgetown alumnus well noted for
his athletic student years. Upon
graduation he went on to play
baseball in North Carolina's Coastal
Plains League, then locally for such
sand lot efforts as the often
victorious FBI team.

After ten years as a teacher and
coach at Anacosta High, Nolan
returned to Georgetown and within
time became the head coach for
both the baseball and basketball

Baseball season opens Sunday with an away date against Catholic.
Coach Tom Nolan, long a spring fixture at the Hilltop, is looking
forward to a successful season on the heels of a 11-1-1 fall campaign.
(Photo by Moses Albert)

still needs $1800 more for the
boats, but hopes to obtain some of
that through the increased partici
pation that the new boats will
bring.

The Sailing Association has also
started its lesson program for the
spring. Each person enrolled in the
program will receive eight lessons,
two a week for the next four school
weeks.

Kickers SpringPerfect,
NewScheduleinVVorks

by Reed Goldsmith
Georgetown's soccer team finish

ed their spring season with a
decisive 3-0 victory over Springfield
International, from Silver Springs,
thus ending with a won-lost record
of 3-0.

Georgetown controlled most of
the game, as International seemed
to have a difficult time penetrating
the defense. All three goals were
scored in the first half. Right wing
Pat McNertney led off the scoring
with a shot from about 20 yards
out which the Springfield goalie
misjudged, the ball going well over
his head into the net. Halfback
Tony Giraldi scored moments later
as he pried the ball loose from a
jam in front of the goal and kicked
it home. Near the end of the half,
forward Morgan McDonald had the
prettiest goal of the game as he
curved a shot from about 15 yards
out past the goalie into the net.

Though they had several
chances, Georgetown could not
score in the second half. A lot of
work still has to be done on the
passing game, and the team does
not appear to be playing well
together. However, the defense at
times performed extremely well.
Pete Carehas and Jeff Covel played
strong games and Ed Cotter, taking
off from lacrosse, turned in a fine
performance. Goalie Mike Sen
tance, while not having much to do
this game, nevertheless has given up
only one goal in the three games
played so far.

The front line, though inexperi
enced, has been consistently im
proving. Newcomer Tim Wolff
demonstrated good promise for

the Women's Nationals will be held
at the Coast Guard Academy and
the Men's at Annapolis. The last
time the men's team saw the
Nationals was in 1967 at Long
Beach.

Besides the Championships,
there are several other major
regattas for the team. On April
17-18, the women sailors go to
Princeton for the Tiger Bowl
Regatta, involving teams from the
Seven Sisters schools and Maaws.
Georgetown expects trouble there
from Radcliffe, who have won the
Women's Nationals for the past
three years.

The men will participate in the
Shields Quadrangular Invitational
regatta at Navy, April 24-25. This is
a 'big boat' race with four to six
people in each boat rather than the
usual two.

Last February, Georgetown
attended the annual MAISA
MAAWS (Middle Atlantic Associa
tion of Women Sailors) meeting in
Princeton where the organizations
elected their new officers. Junior
Candy Ross was elected president
of MAAWS, while Ginger Sullivan
was elected Southern Area Repre
sentative. Madeline Disario was
re-elected Graduate Director of
MAAWS and also was elected to the
Executive Council of the MAISA
Board of Governors.

Also at the meeting, Georgetown
asked MAISA for a $1500 loan
towards the purchase of three new
420's, which Georgetown will have
in the fall. The Sailing Association

Free Academy trounced Mt. Carmel
of Chicago 78-71.

In addition to Perrin and his
McKinley teammates, several top
high school prospects for the
college ranks could be seen in the
tourney. Notable among these was
6-7 Donald Washington of St.
Anthony's, who is reportedly being
sought as a top prospect by the
Hoyas.

The Georgetown Sailing Associa
tion is on the river again, getting in
shape for their first big regatta of
the spring season. On March 27-28,
Georgetown will participate in the
MAISA (Middle Atlantic Inter
collegiate Sailing Association)
Spring Invitational, an inter
sectional regatta which will host
about 20 schools from all over the
country. Skippers Cathy Piper and
John Hansen will represent George
town as well as alternate skippers
and crew Pat Grant, J. B. Kennedy,
Ned Dorsey, and Rick Sullivan,
among others. This will also be the
first time women will be allowed to
race in a MAISA regatta.

April will begin a series of
elimination races for the MAISA
Championships. There are four big
championship races in which
Georgetown will compete. On April
24-25, the New York State Mari
time College will host the MAISA
Freshmen Championships. The
same weekend the MAISA Mono
type Championships (one person in
a boat) will be held at the Naval
Academy. The Men's Varsity
Championships are at the Naval
Academy on May 8-9, and the
Women's Championships will be
held on April 24-25 at West Point.

According to Moderator Made
line Disario, Georgetown should
qualify in all the championships,
becoming eligible for the Nationals.
Last fall the women won the
Champs and should repeat that
performance this spring. This June

Mount Vernon, newly-crowned
New York State Champion, stag
gered under a barrage in the fourth
quarter and dropped the finals of
the Knights of Columbus Tourna
ment to local McKinley 84-78 in
McDonough Gym last Sunday.

Lonnie Perrin, an All-American
high school football player, was
named the tourney's Most Valuable
Player for his outstanding play
making which shattered a Mt.
Vernon zone which had been
causing an average 35 turnovers per
game in the opening rounds.

While the MVHS zone press only
held up for three periods, Me
Kinley's defense was far more
successful. Its 2-3 setup held the
opposition to a mere two field goals
while the McKinley offense was
running off a 12-point streak to put
the game away.

Press box sentiment had run
high in Mt. Vernon's favor prior to
the game. The Knights had system
atically shattered local Bell and
then St. Agnes, which was the
number-one-ranked team in New
York State, with a tight, zone
trap-press defense. By defeating St.
Agnes, MVHS claimed the State
title; it had formerly been ranked
second.

However McKinley, with its eyes
set on "the national high school
championships," according to
Coach McKinley Armstrong, came
out strong and attacked the boards,
and ended up with a 35-25
rebounding edge. Mt, Vernon was
only getting one shot in the fourth
period, and most of those weren't
dropping.

Perrin was instrumental in the
rally, as he set up a half-court
outlet in an effort to break the
press, which had led to more than
20 first-half turnovers alone. Assist
ing him was forward James
Monroe, who pulled down several
key rebounds and scored tim points
in the last eight minutes.

Jeffrey Harrison and Herb Joyner
of McKinley joined Perrin on the
All-Tournament team, while Coach
Armstrong was named the out
standing coach.

In consolation games, St. Agnes
downed local St. Anthony's 77-65
for third place while Newburgh


